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I.C. professor requests divestment 
By Susan Feather 
Professor of Anthropology, 
Garry Thomas, recently wrote a 
letter to the Faculty Council con-
cerning the Ithaca College policy 
of divestment in South Africa. 
The letter details a meeting 
which Thomas, along with Pro-
fessor Frank Musgrave and J.C. 
senior Ron Boose, attended on 
Sept. 25 of the Board of Trustees 
sub-committee on Investment 
and Finance. This committee 
was formed nearly a year ago to 
investigate and re-evaluate the 
I.C. divestment policy, and 
report to the full Board with 
-recommendations. 
However, says Thomas, the 
committee has been slow in 
reporting its findings and has not 
taken into consideration the 
campus opinion or the serious 
task with which it was charged. 
It has depended on their "con-
servative instincts rather than 
the ongoing developments in 
South Africa." 
Thomas stated that it is impor-
tant for J.C. to join the growing 
campaign of divestment from 
companies with South African 
funds, publically stating a 
" ... conscious decision rather that 
a marketing strategy." 
The following are some exerpts 
from the letter: 
When the present investment 
polky Was' adopted in 1979, the 
Board drew heavily upon Har-
vard University's investment 
guidelines, including its support 
of the Sullivan Principks. Within 
a week of my meeting with the ad 
hoc sub-committee, Harvard 
University announced that it 
would divest $160 million worth 
of its holdings in speclf,c cor-
porations operating in South 
Africa, explicitly some of the 
above-stated arguments for 
divestment. The ad hoc cornmit,U!e 
gave no indication in my meeting_ 
with them that they knew of 
Harvard's imminent decision to 
"divest selectively, " but there is 
certainly a possibility that the 
Board will again follow Har-
vard's lead in this matter. What 
I heard explicitly stated instead 
was continued support of the 
. Sullivan Principles-this despite 
the fact that Rev. Leon Sullivan 
wenton record more than a year 
ago saying that he would 
withdraw the Sullivan Principles 
and call for an end to all cor-
- pora,e investment in South 
Africa if apartheid was not 
abolished by May 31, 1987. 
The ad hoc sub-committeeto 
review cUllent investment policy 
with regard to holdings that 
South Africa-related corpora-
tions was appointed in February 
1986. lt Was' charged at that time 
"to gather the latest information 
about South Africa, to examine 
carefully the impact of in-
vestments onSullivan Principl, 
signatories, ... co consider the opi 
nions of the campus communitJ 
at large ... and act on the strengtl 
of current information to deter· 
mine if any change in the existinA 
investment policy is warrarted. ' 
(Ithaca College News, March 19, 
It was indicated at that time thal 
a report would be made to thi 
Board in September. Septembe, 
has pas'sed, and the chair of tm 
sub-committee indicated to mi 
that the earliest a decision cou/Q 
be made is February 1987 ana 
that a May announcement iJ 
more likely. I think that that is a 
long time to wait for this collegi 
to consider whose interests ari 
best served by ow continuea 
presence in South Africa. It iJ 
also a lor,g time to ask concern-
ed faculty and students to wait, 
especially when the biases ana 
predispositions of the ad hoc sub-
committees, speclf,cally selected 
to examine the question, are so 
apparent. " 
:New class schedule 
for spring semester 
By Patrick Graham and 
Karen Scanlon . -
· The Ithaca College Adrninistra-
1 tion·s decision to chi}nge the 
class times beginning next 
semester means ·some ad-
justments for students and 
faculty. 
a rime ro meet," he added, "al 
campus events can be held a' 
that /free period/ and stafl 
members can participate. 
"'*4n/Adam Riesner 
Disappointed Curt Wenke, linebacker for the Bombers, takes last Saturday's loss to Salisbury State hard. 
The decision holds that 
periods between classes on 
Tuesday and Thursday will be 
shortened from 15 to 10 minutes 
with a free period from 12:os to 
1:10. At this time no classes will 
be held. After 4 p.m .• Monday 
through Thursday, class times 
The chanw~ is a result of ar 
··unsuccessful'· attempt to haw 
faculty members meet on Frida) 
at 4 p.m. The Registrar. conse 
quently, was asked by the Ad 
ministration to dev('lop .: 
schedule and send it to tht 
Academic Cabinet for evalua 
lion. In the fall of 1985 tht 
Cabinet, which consists of tht 
Provost, Deans and tht 
Registrar. received the proposa 
and voted on it four separatt 
times with a final approval ir 
August of 1986, according tc 
John _Stanton. Registrar. 
Stanton also confirmed that tht 
change was implemented dut 
Inside Student Government 
. will stay the same. An extra 
class has been added from 8:15 
to 9:30 p.m. 
By Pamela Benson 
Walk down the long basement 
corridor of what is now the 
Union. pass the information and 
candy desk, pass the quad 
mailboxes on your right and 
pass the check cashing window. 
Then make a right tum and con-
tinue through all the tables and 
chairs in the student lounge. A 
small black sign about eye level 
on a single wooden door says 
"Student Government Offices" 
engraved in white block style 
lettering. 
Inside this door is where stu-
dent representation begins, 
where the students' voite can 
be·heard: our opinions and com-
ments on academic-affairs, cam-
pus aft~ or .essentially any 
issue that affects us. 
.···. ·You.~y.wonderhowthiscan 
< ll~~ 1'.19.w can I, Qne s_tudent 
. · out.oUhe.entire coUege=popula-, -. 
· · ; ·tion,'.-make a·difference on· this .· 
college campus? Bu( ,11e·truth is 
you can. 
As you step into the office. 
you'll see a maze of temporary 
walls that form six offices. Each 
has a desk and two chairs. 
These offices are for the Student 
Body President and the· four 
Vice-Presidents: V.P. of 
Academic Affairs, V.P. of 
Business and Finance, V.P. of 
campus Affairs and V.P. of 
Communications, along wi_th a 
Student Trustee. 
Student Government is more 
than just an executive staff. 
Each Tuesday night the Ex-
ecutive Staff meets with the 
eongres.s representatives'°for the 
Student Government meetings. 
The Student congress consists 
of a representative from each 
residence hall on-campus. each 
of Ithaca's six schools, and off-
campus students. ·Each. person · 
h~. dedi~tion, -. responsibility 
and genuine ~m toward his 
or her position. 
Dave Jamieson, a junior 
---·-------·- -··-----·----···. ----------- -- -- - - -- -- - --
Management major. the Presi-
dent of the student body and 
also President of Student 
see Student page 2 
According to Provost Thomas 
Longin, "the reason for the 
changes is groups did not have see Reactions page 4 
Cash meal plan contemplated 
By David Seigennan 
"Ithaca C.Ollege is looking at 
tne possibility of implementing a 
cash-based meal plan," accor-
ding to Anne Humphrey, direc-
tor of busines.s services. 
currently, on-campus students 
must belong to either a 14- or 
19-meal-per-week plan, costing 
those on the 19-meal plan. says 
Humphrey. 
"With the projected cash-
based plan, money will be 
deposited into a meal account," 
says Humphrey. 
"The actual amount will fluc-
tuate with each individual stu-
dent, according to his or her 
eating habits.·: There will be a 
minimum deposit required, the 
presently undetermined figuff 
falling somewhere between the 
current meal plan prices. 
The benefits of a cash-basec 
format are substantial. "Student~ 
would no longer be limited tc 
three meals a day, and would be 
see Meal page 3 
S834 and $874, respectively, for ----------------------
the semester. FINAL ISSUE 
The problem is that the majori-
ty of students c1o not eat the fun This.is the final issue of the semester. The 
number of ineals ttley are pay- .-. h "11 bl· · ing for. An average ·or between 1. t acan WI resume pu 'llCat1on on 
threeandfourmealsarenotbe· January 29, 1987. Good luck finals week 
~~~~:--!~:C~~: .. t~~ and have a safe and happy holiday. 
a JUE ITHACAN 
Stude·nt Government· 
from page 1 
Government, says: "Our main 
purpose is to represent, educate 
and support the student body.·· 
Jamieson started as a member 
of the budget committee in his 
freshman year and has held 
other positions such as 
Representative from Holmes 
Hall, from the school of 
Humanities and sciences and 
Vice Rresident of Business and 
Finance. 
Jamieson's main function is 
working as a central organizer. 
Another important part of his 
position is interacting with the 
administration and-being a part 
of several important commit-
tees. He attends weekly 
meetings with Dr. Correilti, Vice 
President of Student Affairs, and 
also with Sharon Policello, Direc-
tor of c.ampus Activities. 
For example, Jamieson said 
that Correnti wanted him to look 
into the student interest and 
utilization of the bowling lanes in 
the Hill Center. Jamieson also 
monitors faculty meetings, is a 
member of the Academic policy 
committee and the Parking 
Committee. He presents those 
committees' information to Stu-
dent Government. 
·But Jamieson pointed out that 
one single person can make the 
difference on a project. 
Jamieson said that last year a 
student worked on adding 
change machines around 
various spots on campus. Her 
work paid off as machines were 
installed and the entire campus 
benefrtted. 
Jamieson concluded that 
"there are essentially positions 
open _ on every commit-
tee ... anyone can stop down and 
talk with one of us about a ques-
tion, comment or concern." 
Each V.P. and Jamieson has of-
fice hours. He added that Stu-
dent Government meetings are 
open to everyone on Tuesday 
night at 8 p.m. in Gannett Ill. 
Amy Cohn, a senior Spanish 
major with a politics minor, is the 
V.P. of Academics. The 
Academic committee deals with" 
all sorts of academic issues in 
each of Ithaca's schools. The 
committee is responsible for the 
publication of the academic 
calendar and the founding of the 
Margaret Reid Memorial Fund. 
One way in which the 
academic committee works is 
by communicating with the 
Deans of each school. Earh 
school representative meets 
with the Deans to exchange in-
formation, opinions and views Ithaca College Student Government ofjicers-(left to right) Marc Van Gestel, Amy Cohn, Greg Eic";" Rooney 
from their respective groups. Cohn said, "We ideally are look- _R. Alan Hoft, Jill Renee Holmes, and Dave Jamieson. 
ing for student representation and more out-going mailboxes. the funding for the clubs must be 
everywhere possible." "Our main concern is the addi- done in the Spring so the clubs 
· Cohn meets with the Provost tion of candy and change are able to get their money. A 
two to three times per year, she machines in the Garden Apart- budget committee is formed in 
oversees the student members ments and the Hudson Heights the Spring to tackle this huge 
of the academic policy commit- · because they have no such process. 
tee and appoints a faculty coun- facilities," Hoff said. Before Thanksgiving Break, 
cil liaison. About student paychecks that Gestel submitted an overall 
·conn - said that "Student can no longer be cashed on budget for all the clubs on cam-
Government has the power to campus, Hoff responded, "We pus and any other fees for Stu-
do many things in high places; are looking into WHY . this dent Government. He said that 
we are basically the liaisons bet- change occurred and trying to he'll need additional members in 
ween the students, faculty and get some answers." the Spring for the budgeting 
administration." But she stress- Hoff reported that Kristin process. 
ed to utilize their power and pro- Heyen is currently working on Sophomore Jill Holmes, Vice 
duce results they need student an escort service on campus to President of Communications, 
input and involvement. begin by February 1987. Hoff said, "The main purpose of our 
- Alan Hoff, a cor- said the committee has full sup- committee is to promote student 
porate/Organizational Media ma- port from 5afety and Security. government and communicate 
jor is the V.P. of campus Affairs. Hoff said he is very enthusiastic to the rest of the college com-
He and his committee deal with · and feels that more results will munity what we are doing." 
general and specific concerns of be seen in the coming semester. Holmes has four staff 
the students. Current concerns But again, he said, "We need in- members that work with her. 
are the mud around the Union put and feedback to create new c.arrnen Rojas, director of art 
and a possible escort service on ideas." and media design: deals with all 
campus. Toe existing Hudson Marc Van Geste~ the V.P. of promotional art work. Anita 
Heights Shuttle was started a the Business and Finance Com- Engler, director of public rela-
f ew years ago by the mittee, is in charge of funding all tio~. writes all the promotional 
committee. the clubs on campus. He works letters. Davia Brown, the direc-
. c.ampus Affairs is divided in- with a bookkeeper, an assistant tor of development, is responsi-
to smaller sub-committees that bookkeeper, director of clubs ble for bringing speakers , or 
are assigned to different pro- and an ~istant to the Vice educational .. programs to be 
jects, such as the addition of President. . . . presented to the members of 
new caJM:ty machines that pro- Gestel, a Semor business and Student Congress. ram Brooks 
the Freshman Record. 
, According to Holmes, one of 
their main goals this year is 
changing the image of Student 
Government. They've adopted a 
new slogan, "Give us your time, 
we'll give you the experience." 
Greg Eichman, a junior 
marketing major, currently holds 
the two-year position of student 
trustee. 
"I'm the student representative 
to the Board of Trustees of the 
college and have full voting 
rights," Eidlman said. "I provide 
knowledge of students' views 
and concerns to the board." 
. Besides getting information to 
give to the board from student 
Government, Eichman also 
keeps in contact- with the 
students and faculty through his 
other positions on campus. He is 
a Resident Assistant a student 
justi~e and a member of the 
President's Host Committee. 
His other responsibilities as 
trustee include appointing . so-
meone to Ithaca. COiiege's 
Chapter of the Independent Stu-
dent COalition. Toe_· 15t is an 
~Y~ sta~f?-~.lobby-
m~ group. fQr _in~~ent and 
pnvate colleges and uruversities 
that deals witlJ fmandal 'aid . vide ~. more ice m_achines finance.major, explained that all is Holmes' assistant in charge of 
ffl1=!===55!5ii:5::===15====5~:::::55!:===i:==5:===5ii:::::i'========i:::==========51 
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Ithaca College expells wOman for rape hoax 
By Patrick Graham 
The Ithaca college sophomore 
who reported an erroneous 
statement of being raped on Oc-
tober I left the college two days 
later and was expelled 
sometime in November. the Cor-
nell Daily Sun reponed. 
The expulsion, however, was 
not confirmed by Ithaca College 
officials, who refused· to com-
ment due to the provisions 
stated in the Buckley Amend-
ment. John Lippincott of public 
information said, "It is the Col-
lege's standing policy not to 
comment on judicial matters.·· 
As a result of a "practical 
joke", the 18-year old sociology 
major told her boyfriend she had 
been raped on campus. The 
boyfriend then reported the inci-
dent to Safety and Security, ac-
cording to a friend of the 
.woman. 
. · At first the woman told police 
officials a man fitting the descrip-
tion of the so called "Cornell 
rapist" had assulted her. 
brought her to a secluded part of 
campus and then raped her. But 
through intensive questioning 
the police determined the 
woman was lying. 
The Tompkins County Sheriffs 
Department declined to press 
criminal charges against the 
woman. Instead the case was 
sent to the Ithaca College judicial 
system, and the woman was 
subsequently expelled . 
111e Cornell Daily Sun reported 
that the woman left the college 
after confessions to the police 
that the incident was a hoax, and 
told her friends she would not 
return regardless of the college's 
decision. In addition, the parents 
of the woman wanted to bring 
her home following the attack. 
but after discovering the report 
was false, they withdrew her 
anyway from the college to 
, avoid embarrassment and 
possible harrassment. 
Friends close to the woman 
are obviously upset over the in-
cident. However, as one friend 
said. "she deserves what she 
got." 
"The hoax shows the im-
perfections of humanity, it taught 
us a lot", said a group of the 
woman's friends. 
·college official refrained from 
stating which aspects of the Col-
lege's student Conduct Code 
had been violated. 
The code states· "All acts of 
dishonesty including personal 
misrepresentation and knowing-
· ly furnishing false infonnation to 
the college." 
Reagan's rhetoric: fact or subtle decepti~n 
· By Susan Feather 
"(Ronald Reagan's) power as a 
speaker and a rhetoratician ... is a 
strong source of his power and 
effectivenes.s as President of the 
United States," said Dr. Paul 
Erickson in a speech entitled 
"The Death of the Great Com-
municator" in Monday. 
December I. 
Erickson, author of Reagan 
Speaks and rhetorical advisor to 
Democrat Gary Hart, discussed 
the rhetorical style of the presi-
dent which up until the :recent 
Iran crisis, has proved an effec-
tive method of remaining 
popular with the American 
public. 
Erickson attributed Reagan's 
success to his staff, Republican-
dominated senate, and his hav-
ing been shot, among others. 
"He's also been very lucky," 
says Erickson. 
But the "single most effective 
thing about the Reagan 
p~esidency is his ability as a 
speaker.·: says Erickson. 
Reagan communicates warmly 
with the American people and is 
able to reassure them that 
America is still the best country 
in the world. . 
From his inaugeration speech 
in 1981, Reagan has continued 
the belief that America is a great · 
nation fallen on hard times. He 
tells stories of everyday citizens 
as heroes. 
This style works, says 
Erickson, because Americans 
want to believe in the myth of 
strength and the "dream". After 
the weak carter administration, 
Americans looked toward a 
strong leader and sense of 
stability, which Reagan 
provided. . 
However. "sincerity does not 
equal honesty, and truthfulness 
does not equal fact," says 
Eric~n. Despite his claims of 
straight talk · and honesty. the 
President has found himself in 
big trouble with the facts concer-
ning the Iranian arms deals. 
Erickson emphasized that 
many of Reagan's speeches 
have included wrong informa-
tion or even outright lies, citing 
examples from several 
speeches and writings. 
Past mistakes about small 
facts pass as human error: 
however now, says Erickson, 
"Ronald Reagan has run up 
against the facts in a big 
way ... This is no Watergate, but 
will ruin his effectiveness as 
President." 
Erickson says the American 
public believed Reagan because 
he believed himself. and in the 
power of belief. "If we all 
believe that the stock market will 
go up, maybe it really will," says 
Erickson. 
The power of positive belief 
may work in the Land of oz, but 
it will take more than the tapp-
ing of heels for Reagan to return 
to his previous popularity. 
Erickson's predictions on 
December I were supported in a 
New York Times/CBS News poll 
yesterday. The poll said that 
Reagan is still generally trusted 
by a 54-35 percent margin. 
However, about 47 percent 
believe he is lying about the Ira-
nian Anns sale. while only 37 
percent believe he is telling the 
truth. 
Meal plan changes studied 
from page 1 
able to spend the money as 
they'd like." says Humphrey. 
"This money can be used to 
pay for food for friends. par~nts 
when they visit, or visiting 
boyfriends and girlfriends." 
The system in effect now on-
ly provides for one meal per 
time slot. "The new program 
will allow students to eat 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner, as 
- . 
\ 
well as spend money at other service-you pay for what you 
facilities, such as BJ Begley·s. take." 
South Hill Pizza and Subs, and 
the snack bar," explains 
Humphrey. 
While the dining halls will con-
tinue to charge a set price-$3 for 
break.fast, S4 for lunch, and ss 
for. dinner--one of the three 
facilities may switch to what 
Humphrey calls an "a la carte 
In addition to the current din-
ing facilities, a grocery store is a 
distinct possibility as a new on-
campus focxJ service. According 
to Humphrey, "It will be a kind 
of convenient food market, sell-
ing frozen foods, canned goods. 
cereal, chips, cookies, and the 
li~e." 
w4A-r At-l ,v,c,r: .. 
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TeChniques offered on avoiding test anxiety 
-- By John Brown 
You don't have to go to a Mel 
Brooks movie to experience 
high anXiety. All many people 
have to do is wait until Dec. 17 
when final exams start. For 
many students that week is 
fraught with anXiety. If you 
haven't done squat all semester, 
you have a good reason for be-
ing anXious. But if you have 
been somewhat conscientious 
and committed during the 
semester perhaps some words 
of advice might help you get 
through the exams and the 
week with a greater degree of 
equanimity. A little bit of anxie-
ty is needed to keep our cutting 
edge sharp; too much or too lit-
tle is counter productive. 
How can we handle exams? 
For one, you have to set your 
priorities and persevere in their 
pursuit. Detennine how many 
hours you will have available for 
study and which of your courses 
are going to take more time than 
others to prepare for. Start spen-
ding several hours a day 
systematically reviewing before 
: the exam week even arrives. 
Learn to say "no" to those who 
would divert you from the 
schedule you have set for 
yourself. Temptation may be the 
only thing you Qlll't resist, but 
learn to do so. 
Getting proper sleep is impor-
tant. You cannot think clearly if 
you are fatigued. Pulling all-
nighters probably doesn't do 
much for you except pull down 
your grade. In the course of a 
semester you probably have 
started to study some subject at 
11:00pm after being up all day. 
You read a paragraph once and 
wonder what it .was you just 
read. You read it again and again 
and finally decide you really 
can ·r do that subject because 
you're too incompetent to han- -
die it. You're probably physjcal-
Jy and mentally tired and can't 
do any serious work when 
fatigued at the end of a long day. 
Toe same holds for going to an 
exam fatigued from having had 
two or three hours of sleep. You 
just are not going to perform to 
the best of your ability. 
How about on the day of the 
exam? What's your procedure? 
Are you the type that gets three 
hours of sleep, wakes up in time 
to rush to the cafeteria to grab a 
1 good meal, run across campus, 
while reading notes three inches 
from your face, and rush into the 
testing room as the exam is be-
ing distributed? If that's your 
modus operendi, you're in high 
anxiety before the test has even 
begun. 
Instead, you should get a good 
nights' sleep. Wake up in time to 
get a shower. Eat a nutritional 
but light meal; overeating sends 
all the blood to the stomach to 
digest the food and you'll pro-
bably feel tired in the middle ·of 
the exam. Walk calmly to the ex-
am room. arrive in time to get 
settled. When the blue books are 
passed out you take a deep 
breath and exhale; do it again. 
The third time hold the breath . 
and exhale slowly while saying 
to yourself, "I will be calm, cool. 
and collected and give this my 
best shot." 
When the exam arrives, read 
the first question. If you don't 
know it, say to yourself, "I'll get 
back to this one later." Do the· 
same and say the same to 
yourself if the second question 
doesn't ring a bell immediately. 
The third one you know so you 
answer it. The point is to start on 
a positive footing; answer the 
questions you know best first. If 
you've read the others, they 
linger in your subconscious and 
perhaps when answering ques-
tion eight it may trigger 
something that reminds you of 
the answer to question one. To 
sit there and ~bsess about ques-
tion one does nothing but start 
up your anxiety. The more anx-
ious you become, the less well 
you will perf ofl!l. 
Watch your time. If there is a 
so point question at the end, 
save ample time to answer it. As 
a matter of fact. if there are 
essay questions, read them 
before starting the short answer, 
true/false, mutiple choice or 
whatever. Sometimes when do-
ing the short answers we'll get 
information which can be used 
in the essay. 
could just as well say to 
. yourself, "The poor bloke pro-
bably decided not to waste any · 
more time sitting here and is go-
ing to the Junction to drown their 
sorrows in a double Dr. Pep~r. 
That's their prerogative, I'm go-
ing to take all the time I need.'· 
If you feel yourself getting up-
tight, take 30 seconds to do the 
breathing exercise. Don't sit 
there saying to yourself, "I 
should have studied more. I'll 
never get through." If you set 
your priorities and study 
schedule and stick to it, you can 
say to yourself, "I devoted all 
the time I could to this course 
and rm going to give it my best 
shot. Everyone doesn't know all 
the answers all the time." To sit 
there berating yourself serves 
no useful purpose. All it usually 
does is increase your anxiety 
and divert your attention from 
the exam. 
Leave time at the end of the 
, exam to review what you have 
done. You may be able to fill in 
some blanks left earlier. If you 
are going to change any 
answers, be sure that you have 
incontrovertible evidence that 
the new answer is correct. How 
many times have you changed 
an answer to find that the first 
one you gave was correct? 
That time of year is upon us. 
Being in a state of high anxiety 
is not productive. What you 
haven't done all year can't be 
changed. Make a new years· 
resolution to get organized at the 
beginning of the next semester. 
For the time remaining this 
semester, however, you can 
define a study schedule for 
. yourself and stick to it. Get pro-
per rest. eat properly, and go in-
to the exam with an affirmative 
attitude. It is doubtful that 
anyone is going to love you less 
if you don't get an A. Sometimes 
we fail. All of us have to learn to 
cope with failure because we all 
face it all at one time or another 
in our lives. Getting uptight and 
anxious about the possibility of 
such may do more to bring ii 
~ut than alleviate it. Keep 
calm. cool. collected. and confi-
dent. You can do it!! 
Keep calm, cool. and col-
lected. When the first person 
leaves the exam room a half 
hour before the exam is to end, 
do you say to yourself. "My 
God, what's the matter with me? 
That person must know it all and 
probably will get an A and here 
I am still working." There is not 
one shard of evidence you have 
to indicate that person even 
answered any of the questions 
or, if the person did, whether the 
answers were correct. But, we 
lay trips like that on ourselves 
<lfld get ourselves upset. ·You 
R ea ct ions to new time schedule vary 
from page I 
to a need for more classroom 
space. However, three days 
later after the changes were ap-
proved the college found extra 
space at N.C.R. "Before N.C.R. 
came up it would have been a 
disasterous fall," he said. 
Although the new schedule 
was approved by the Academic 
cabinet, some faculty members 
question the procedures used to 
reach the decision. 'Tm positive 
about the course changes. I'm 
upset about the way the 
changes were im-
plemented ... the fadministrationJ 
just did it." said Jake Ryan of the 
Politics department.· 
"I don't think we need to set 
a time aside," said Laurie Arliss, 
assistant professor in Speech 
communications. ''l think it 
should be up to the department 
' to decide when we are going to 
have a meeting." 
Associate Professor. John 
Gunning, also in Speech Com-
munications, doesn't unders-
tand why the change was made. 
"It seems terribly complicated. 
I'm not wild about it." said 
Gunning. 
Reactions of students and 
faculty to the new schedule is 
mainly confusion. 
Angie Hanan. freshman 
psychology major, thinks "it's 
going to be kind of hard to 
remember. and I think it's a lit-
tle confusing." 
"I think it will be confusing at 
the beginning," sard Diane 
Papineau, a junior 
cinema/pho~ography major. 
"But it won't affect me because 
all my classes start at the same 
times." 
However, for some students, 
specifically these involved in 
(extra-curricular) athletics, there 
are potential problems with the 
change in class times. 
"I don't see any problem now. 
but next fall when football prac-
tice starts," said Kevin Holm, 
sophomore political science ma-
jor and.varsity football player. "I 
need to schedule my classes 
before two, and that seems like 
it would be a problem." 
Because there will be no 
classes,. at the noon hour, the 
dining hall might be expected to 
be crowded. .. 
"Lunch time's not going to be 
a problem." said Anne Hum-
phrey, director of business ser-
vices. "The problem might be 
with late classes conflicting with 
dinner hours." A possible con-
sideration, says Humphrey, is to 
have the Towers Dining . Hall 
open until 8:00 p.m. Currently. 
the Towers serve until 7:30 p.m. 
Not all reactions have been 
negative. Jim Davis, freshman 
exploratory major, siad "I like 
the later times, because rm a 
sleeper." 
"It doesn't bother me," said 
Mike Scully, senior English ma-
jor. "I really didn't notice." 
Students and faculty speculate 
about potential problems and 
advantages now but for the real 
test, Ithaca College will have to 
wait until next semester when 
the new schedule comes into 
effect. 
As of now, Arthur Jensen. 
assistant Speech Communica-
tions professor, plans to deal 
with the new off-the-hour 
schedule by "putting a card in 
front of .me to remind myself 
when classes are to start." 
Nonetheless. Stanton em-
phasizes that for one year the 
new schedule will be evaluated 
for the necessary changes. 
He may not look like every-
body's idea of a cancer specialist. 
But there's strong evidence 
that your greengrocer has 
access to cancer protection you 
won't fin!1 in any doctor's office. 
Like broccoli. Peaches. Cante-
loupes. Spinach. And other 
sources of Vitamin A. related to 
lowering the risk of cancer of the 
larynx and esophagus. Not to 
mention sweet potatoes, carrots, 
pumpkin, winter squash, toma-
toes, citrus fruits and brussels 
sprouts. 
Veget_?-bles such as cabbage, 
.• broccoli, brussels sprouts, kohl-
. -~-" . . rabi and cauliflower may help 
reduc~ the nsk of gastromtestmal and respiratory tract cancer. 
Fruits and vegetables (and whole grain cereals such as oatmeal 
bran and wheat) may help lower the risk of colorectal cancer. ' 
In short, make sure you do what your mother always told you to do. 
Eat your vegetables. 
·$ $ $ ITHA~AN $$$ 
We need dedicated, professional, creative people to generate new advertising 
accounts for The Ithacan. If you have a car, and want to gain . marketable 
skills join The Ithacan advertising sales staff. Earn·$$ and have Jun!! 
For further information, call Glenn at 274-3207 (please leave a message). 
ACROSS THE UNIVERSE 
December 1 ;New Dalhl,lndla: Four sikh 
extremists hijacked a bus in a rural area 
of Punjab, ordered Hindu passengers off 
lhe bus and then shot them with sub-
machine guns and revolvers. At leas1 23 
people were reponed killed and serval 
01her wounded. II was the worst attack 
by sikh radicals in the nonhem state of 
PWJjab in more than a year. Toe indden1 
shocked political leaders in thal nation 
becaw,e of their effons 10 appease lhe 
Sikhs. In July of this year, sikh exiremists 
singled out 15 Hindu passengers on a bus 
and shot lhem to death. After thal 
epl'iOde. anti-sikh rioting erupted, and at 
least five people died. Indian authorities 
ft'ar the same activity after lhis attack. 
S. African violence 
December 3;Johannesburg,South 
Africa: 
\'iolenrc and pro1es1 erupted over 
St·,·eral issut'-" in south Africa 1his week. 
Both black and white protesters 
clmx1nstmted for their rf'SJJC(1ive political 
\'iews. forcing armt'd South African 
Security forces to use ('m('rgency 
powers. 
In a rally protC"Sting rompul'i()I)' milital)· 
srrvirf'. white students wm· arrested for 
··unpatriotic activities". Thirteen 
nwmlwrs of the End Omscription Cmn-
paign. a movem<'nt that protests. the 
military draft. We're delainC'd. and twclv<' 
oth<'rs W<'r<' served with rc·stnctions for 
taking pan in the protC'st. 
In anoth<'r (lp,·elopme111. a crowd of 
,mgl)' hlarks thr<'w garbage at anti-
apant:iicd leader Winnie ~tandela. ,\J>-
pawntly the crowd ,macked Mrs. 
Mandela. wife of unprl<;<med black lt·ader 
Nelson Mandela. as she left a trial of a 
fri<'nd rnnvi<1<'d of murder in Cape T0\\11. 
It wa.-; not dear why Mrs. Mandela wa<; 
attack<·<!. hut many lx~lieve that ht'r af-
filiation with an unpopular criminal w,1.<; 
th<' maJor caw,e. She is lookrd upon by 
many a~ tlu·· n1<1jor l<'ad<'r again~t 
aparthi<'cl. 
Random drug tests 
December 4;Washlngton,D.C.: The 
Fednal Aviation Administralion il',:\.A.1 
1s now ··st'riously ronsidering" random 
trsting for drug and alrohol ahll<;r among 
privatr and puhlic airline pilots ancl othrr 
airhm· rrnployees. Tht· tentative' rulr pro-
poSt'S inne<ISt'd surveillancr of drug and 
.ilrohol abll'i<' in the aviation indll'itl)', 
also prohibiting any off-duty LL<,e of drug_<; 
hy pilots and air1ine workers. Th<' F.A.A. 
points out that they do not l)('lieve there 
to bt' a major problem in their indll'itl)'. 
hut steps to assure that safety of 
pas._<;<~ngt'rs have hr takm. The mrasurt' 
call<; for all 24.000 F.A.A. rmployet's in-
cluding flight rnnlrollers. aviation safety 
inspe<1ors. and flight nrws to suhmit 10 
tests nt'Xt yt'.ar. Currently. some aviation 
rmployers are testing job applirants for 
drugs before employment. hut this L'i not 
required by th!' C'.ovemment. Many 
unions within the aviation indll'itl)'. surh 
as the pilot's associailon. have 5howed 
their suppon of the p~oposcd measure. 
Egyptians accused 
December 4;Calro,Egypt The top pro-
seculor of the Egyptian Government ac-
cused four top rtlilitary .. officers and 
twenty-nine civilians of plotting to over-
lhrow the Government of Presiden1 Hosni 
Mubarak. Toe indictment said that the 
.men had formed an extremist Moslem 
organi1.ation fmanced by armed robberies 
and had planned to topple the govern-
1men1 after a "holy well'". Toe prosecutor 
1had evidence that linked many of those 
arrested with an ~tion calledJthad. 
or Holy War. This fund.mentalist M:lslern 
group was impUcated in the~-
··----------------···----
lion of President Anwar El-sactat. Toe 
group allegedly robbed video, liquor, and 
food stores to accumulate enough money 
to purdlase weapons and mtmitions from 
undeiground dealelS. In addition to arms 
, purchased on the black market. plans 
were made to steal guns and explosives 
from the military. If convicted of these 
. charges, the 3.3 defendants could be sen-
I lanced 10 prison at hard labor for 25 years. 
1 Killers· convicted 
: December 4;Sl George's.Grenada: The 
former Deputy Prime minister of Grenada 
and 13 other people were convicled and 
sentenced to death for the 1983 slaying 
. of Prime Minister Maurice Bishop. Mr. 
Bishop. a left wing political leader, was 
killed cturtng a roup by hard-line elements 
in his Government. The Rt',agan ad-
ministralion stopped lhe coup by in-
vading this C'..arribean island. Bernard 
Coard. the former Deputy Prime minister 
conside~ed to be the leader in the plot. 
was among those sentenced to hang. His 
wife. Phyllis, and General Hudson All'itin. 
the armed forces commander. are also 
scheduled for execution within six 
months. Mr. Bishop was lined up with 
eight other government leaders and was 
cut down with machine gun fire. Six days 
later. 6.000 United States Marines and 
paratroopers landed in Grenada. The 
Reagan Administration said the action 
was to restore order in that count!)'. prt>-
trct many ,\merican Medirdl students on 
the islancl. and to prevent further Cuban 
involvement on thr island. 
African conflict 
December 4;Maputo,Mozamblque: 
Mozambiqut'·s new leader. Jocquim 
Chissano. accused south Africa of break-
ing a security pat1 that forbids the SOulh 
African governmrnt to support Mo1..arn-
bican rebels. Mr. Chiss<ll1o allt'ges that 
south · African govemmrnt . has been 
dropping supplies and providing "other 
logL<;liral support" to tht' anti-government 
forces in his country. During a nationally 
hr,ard press t'Ollft'mnce. his first since tak-
ing ovrr as president. Chissano said that 
south Africa ha-; assisted. terrolists from 
Malawi. Under the 1984 Nkomati Accord. 
South Africa was to withdmw all supports 
for anti-mozarnbiom forces. and Mozarn-
h1qll<:' wa<; to do the same in South Afrirn. 
Trrt<; of thousands of Mowrnhicart-; ha\'t' 
nrd that nation hecatL'it~ of fighting. 
Schultz's warning 
December 4;Washlngton,D.C.: seaetary 
of State C'.eorge Shultz warned that th!' 
chances for a peaceful solution in south 
Africa are growing slimmer as time goes 
on. In a speech to a group of hll'iiness 
officials. Mr. Shultz said that the Under 
St'crctary of Stal<' for political affairs. 
Mirhael Armacost. will soon visit seveml 
southern Afric-d!l states. Mr. Armacost. lh<' 
third running officer in the department. 
will meet with officals from the Aflican 
National Congress. lhe main group 
lighting to overthrow the while govern-
ment. Mr. Am1acost would become lhe 
highest ranking official up 10 date to meet 
with the congress. He is also expected to 
meet with leaders of the "front-line 
states" ,- the black governed nations 
bordering south Africa. Secretary of state 
Shultz poinled out that Mr. Armacost is 
not expected lo visil south Africa itself. 
Tor newly planned actions are pan of the 
Administralion·s approach 10 talk to all 
panies involved. including the African Na· 
tional Congress and the Pan-Africanist 
1
eongress. both banned in Soulh Africa. 
Medicare updated 
December 5;Washklglan D.C.: President 
~·s draft of the budge! for fiscal 918 
proposes a restriction of Federal 
• ~)'.llle_lllS to physicians for services pro-
vided to the elderly in oo.pitals under the 
Medicare program. Budget documents 
from the om~ of Management and 
Budget show thal the basic premise of 
the new plan is to consolidate payments 
to haspitals and Jtlysicians into one lump 
St.Bn for each individual case; the Govern-
ment would then pay a fixed amount, set 
in advance and depending upon the 
physicians diagnosis, that would cover 
all 005ls of hospitali1.ation-no matter how 
many services were rendered or how 
many doctors were involved. Under the 
present system, doctors are paid 80 per-
cent of their ~gular fee for each service 
provided to hospitalil.ed patients. Toe 
new service is designed to reverse the 
trend of doctors increasing the volwne of 
services to patients; the eslima1e is that 
this will save 5500 million in fiscal 1988. 
Medicare finances health care for 28 
million elder1y people and almost 3 
million disabled people. 
SALT broken 
Oecember-S;Moscow, U.S.S.R.: In the 
first formal response to the United States· 
November 29 breaking of the 1979 
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT 
II). the Kremlin ha'i stated that the soviet 
Union will no longer f~I obligated to hold 
to the spedfication of either SALT II or 
its predassesor. SALT I. However. 
despite this. the statement issued out of 
Moscow claimed that the soviet Union 
would continue to adhere to the treaties 
for the time being, as the "the SoviC't side 
believes that there is still an opponunity 
for stopping the dangerous course of 
<'Vents," acrnrding to the statement. ·n-ie 
Soviet Union has said that the breaking 
of the SALT II agreement was the lalest 
attempt on the part of the Reagan Ad-
ministration to both demean the ~viet 
intention of disarmament and , tiieve 
military superiority. Meanwhile. 
negotiators from the Soviet Union and the 
United States. after four days of talks in 
Geneva. have failed to make any pro-
gress in narrowing down differences on 
medium-range. long-range. and spacr 
Wt'apons. 
Smoking limited 
December 5;Washlngton D.C.: The 
Gt'neral Services Administration of the 
Ff'deral C',ovemmt'nt has issued a direc-
tive stating that all government agencie~ 
mtL<;t providt' a "reasonably smoke-fret' 
environment.·· Whilr thl'i is not a ban on 
smoking. it will effect almost the entire 
civilian Government workforce of 2.3 
million people. about 30 percent of whom 
are smokers. and it reflects the growing 
momenlurn for curbs on smoking around 
the country clue to new discoveries on 
the hazards of ··second-hand" smoking. 
The new federal Government building 
regulations will require that space be 
divided into smoking areas be clearly 
marked. Generally. open offices must be 
designated a'i non-smoking areas: if they 
are smoking areas, though, it must he 
stnictured so that non.smokers are 001 ex-
posed to second-hand smoke above a 
minimum. Auditoriums. conference 
rooms. elevators. corridors. lobbies. 
restrooms. stairways, and libraries can-
not be smoking areas. These regulations 
will go into effect on Feb. 8, 1987. 
Watergate trials 
December S;Washlngton D.C.: Henry 
Kissinger. H.R Haldeman, and John Mit-
chell will be going to trial in a founeen-
year old lawsuit involving the warrantless 
tapping of a home telephone of former 
National Security O>uncil aide Mortin 
Halperin. A Federal appellate .c:oun has 
granted Halperin his trial, stating that the 
Nixon Administralion tapping of his 
telephone tor 21 months between 1969 
-~ ~ ~!h_ '!(>_ ~-t? P!?.Y~ !~ -
he was d&losing national secrets, as 
was the initial suspicion, was "pretext". 
The ruling grew out of a Nixon Ad-
ministration program in May. 1969, that 
was intended to identify the sources of 
government secrets dic;dosed to the 
press regaiding the secret bombing raids 
on carnbodia. The immediate issue at 
hand, in the present day, was whether 
the damage suit should be dismissed 
based on the immunity of high-ranking 
government officials for actions lhat do 
not violate "clearly established" rights, 
although these actions were illegal. 
Troops to Nicaragua -
December 7;Waahlngton, D.C.: Presi· 
dent Reagan has aulhorized United States 
helicopters to transport Honduran lroops 
into action against approximately t,000 
Nicaraguan soldiers. The Nicaraguan 
troops allegedly crossed into Honduras 
in pursuit of Nicaraguan rebels. State 
Department officials said that President 
jose AZcona Hoyo of Honduras requested 
the American airlift on December 6, after 
Honduran and Nicaraguan troops cla'ih· 
ed in previous days. Both State and 
Defense Department officials conferred 
on the decision, and told reporters that 
the decision was supported by the .Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. The Honduran forres were 
transported to the highly volatile region 
of Honduras. called the Las vegas. The 
six United States Chinook helicopters. 
which earl)' about 4-0 soldiers each, are 
under strict orders from the Defense 
department to slay at least 25 miles from 
the ba1tle scene. 
Speak~r of the House 
December 8;Washlngton D.C: 
Representative Jim Wrighl, of Texas. was 
rhosen to be the new Speaker of the 
House. The House Democrats have also 
chosen Representative Thomas Foley of 
Washington to replace Mr. Wright as ma-
jority leader. l.a.'illy, in the only contested 
race. Representative Tony Coelho o'r 
California def eared Manhattan Represen-
tative Charles Rangel for majority whip. 
which is the 1hird-ranking leadership post 
for the Democmts. Mr. Wrighl, upon be-
ing ~lected. irrunediately suggested that 
Congre.ss delay the tax-ruts for higher in-
come taxpayers. refening to the tax code 
approved (',artier this year. L'nder the new 
law. the highest bmcket. which is so rx-r-
rrnt this year. would next year be 38.5 
percent. and then would fall to 28 percent 
in 1988. Under Wright"s plan. the rate wold 
l)(' frozen at a floor of 38.5 percent 10 help 
rt'duce the deficit, expected to exceed 
Sl60 billion this fL'iCal year. Former HOll'iC 
Speaker, Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. of 
Massachussetts. has upheld a policy for 
ten years of only allowing proposals for 
an increase in taxes to coll1{' from the 
president. 
NBC politics 
December B;New York Clty,N.Y.: 
NBC president Roben Wright has urged 
that the television network begin a 
political action committee (PAC) and has 
slated that NBC employees who will not 
conlribute to the PAC should reconsider 
their dedication to the company. Mr. 
Wright has. however. excepted the NBC 
News division from his memorandwn. 
Neither ms nor. ABC has a PAC. but 
NBC's parent company, General Electric. 
does. Mr. Wright has noted that NBC's 
political and business processes are in-
tertwined. and has stated that employees 
1hat earn their living from lhc profits of 
NBC should recognize a need to invest 
SOOle of their earnings in the PAC in Older 
to ensure-that the company's issues are 
represented in Washington. Many un-
named NBC employees felt that Mr. 
Wright's statement was extremely 
coersive. 
Detained youth 
December 8;.Johanneaberg,South 
Africa: 
south African officials have openly 
admowledged fa the fust time that many 
young children are being detained as 
political prisoners under the emergency 
decree, which allows people to be held 
wilhoul trial. Toe figures that were made 
public by the police stated that the 
youngest prisoner in south Africa is u -
years old; also held are six 12-year olds. 
21 13-year olds, 88 14-year olds. and l40 
IS-year olds. Police Olier General Johann 
Coetzee denied charges by anti-
government activists that 1800 black 
teenageis are being detained, staling that 
the figure for u to IS-year olds was 256, 
though he gave no estimate for 16 to 
18-year olds. Toe Detainees Parents Sup-
port Committee has actually put the figure 
for 18 and under political prisoners at over 
4000; apparently, these children are be-
ing held in the same cells as adults. and 
are continually threatened with physical 
and sexual abuse. 
LSD lawsuit 
December &;Washington D.C.: 
The United States Supreme Court ha<; 
agrct'd to debate the Government con-
tention that former Sargeant James 
Stanley. who was given L<;D without hl-; 
knowledge in a 1958 secret Army experi-
ment. has no light to bring charges 
against the Government and its respon-
sible officials. The Government has con-
lencled that the wide legal immunity of 
the military bars thr Court from awarding 
damages against ii or against milital)' of-
fic<'rs for violating the righ1s of enlisted 
personnel. The experimenls took place 
at the ,\berdeen Proving Grouml in 
Maryland. and used volunteered enlL-;ted 
m<::n supposedly for an experiment in 
chemical warfare tesls in which they 
would he given ga'i masks and protec-
tivr clothing. In fact. the purpose of the 
experiment was to see the men·s reac-
11cms to the mixture of water and LSD 
they were given to drink. 
Iran/Nicaragua update 
December 9;Washlngton Stxretary 
of Stair George Schultz. who is still rnn-
trn<ling that he had 1xithing to do \\ith th<' 
.inn~ <;hipnwnts 10 lrnn. and th(' suhse-
qu<'nt tra11<,fer of fuml-; to thr N1ca~uan 
whcls. told <111 opened congressional 
Ht'dring that ht· felt the Reagan .\d-
' minL-;tration had made a mistake 111 ns 
dedlings with lrdl1: however. Schult£ also 
felt that thr drcisiort<; made 10 gain the 
relt'ase of ,\rnt;rican hostages were 
morally sound. J,n a cklSed hearing befort> 
tht· !>illll<' rongrrssional Committt'e. 
fonnrr Whitt' Holl'iC Officials Ueutenant 
Colonel Oliver North and \1ce Admiral 
John Poindrxter declined to answer any 
questiort'i rrgarding this diversion of Ira-
nian amlS Jlilyments to the Niraraguan 
rel)('L<;. Both men invoked their fifth 
Amrndment right against self-
inrrimination. although both expressed a 
drsirr to speak at the "'appropriat(' time"'. 
_or upon being granted immunity from 
proSt,'<1Jtion based upon their testimony. 
In a Cl'lS/New York Times New Poll. it 
has l)('cn revealed thal although 54 per-
Ct'nt claimed that they fell President 
Heagan wa<; more trustworthy and 
honest than must people in public life. 47 
percent of the 1.036 people polled felt he 
was lying when slating he was unawarr 
of the money being divened to 
Nicaragua. In a similar·runestrus poll 
conducted in October. 33 percent said 
they would probably vote Republican in 
the upcoming election while 32 percen1 
, preferred a Democrat: in this week's poll. 
39 percent preferred a Democrat and 27 
percent preferred a Republican. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Library Hours . 
•• _ _ .. . . . Sun, Dec. 7, Noon • 10:00 p.m. 
Sun, December 7th, noon -1:00 a:ni Mon-Thurs, Dec. 8-ll, 8:30 a.m. 
Mon-Thurs, Dec. s-n. 8:30 a.m. - 1:00 · 10:00 p.m. 
a.m. Fri, Dec. 12, 8:30 a.m. · 5:00 p.m. 
FESTLVAL 
Fri, Dec. 12, 8:30 a.m. · Midnight Sat, Dec. 13, 1:00 p.m. · 5:00 p.m. 
Sat, Dec. 13, 10:00 a.m. · Midnight _ sun. Dec. 14, Noon - 10:00 p.m. 
Sun, Dec. 14-, I0:00 a.m. · 1:00 a.m. Mon-Thurs. Dec. 15·18, 8:00 a.m. 
Mon-Thurs, Dec. 15-18, 8:00 a.m. · 10:00 p.m. 
WICB-FM, read on! A number of 
WICB's staff members are 
graduating or will be attending the , 
Ithaca COilege London enter next 
semester. The station is currently 
looking for dedicated, hard working 
people with an interest in gaining 
professional experience in broad-
casting. Prior experience in radio or 
TV would be helpful but is not 
necessary. Training sessions for 
DJ's, news and sports people will 
begin in late January. There arc also 
opportunities for people interested in 
station promotion, audio production 
and underwriting sales. There is no 
pay, but the rewards are tremen· 
1
dous. To find out more, call Chris 
Wheatley. Manager of Radio Opera· 
lions, at 27 4--3142, stop by G-8 A in 
Dillingham anytime, or attend • 
, WICB's general staff meeting Mon· 
~ay nights at 8:~ in Fri_ends 303. 92 
Ithaca COiiege Broadcasting Tonight! 
Ithaca Festival, Inc. ~ accepting ap-
plications for the position of General 
Coordinator. Applicant should have 
a background in the arts, manage-
ment and organizational skills. The 
position will begin January 12, 1987. 
Send resume to Ithaca Festival, Inc., 
301 south Geneva Street, Ithaca. 1:00 a.m. Fri, Dec. 19. 8:00 a.m. · s:oo p.m. 
Fri, Dec. 19, 8:00 a.m. · 5:00 p:m. 
The library begins closing at a 
quarter to the hour. 
Audio Center Hours: 
Sun, Dec. 7. Noon· Midnight 
Mon-Thurs, Dec. 8-ll, 8:30 - Midnight 
Fri, Dec. 12, 8:30 a.m. - 11:4-5 p.m. 
Sat, Dec. 13, 10:00 a.m. · ll:45 p.m. 
Sun, Dec. 14-, U:00 a.m. · Midnight 
· Mon-Thurs, Dec. 15-18, 8:30 a.m. -
Midnight 
fri!._~- 19, 8:~ _a.m.: 4:".1-5 p.m'. _ 
Sexuality 
WANTED: Peer Sexuality 
counselors; REQUIREMENTS: 
'Motivated students who want to par-
'.ticipate in weekly educational 
classes and scheduled consultation 
times. Will receive I credit Spring '87 
and Fall '87 semesters. TIME: Tues-
day 4-5 p.m. starting Jan. 20, 1987. 
WHERE: I.C. Student Health Center ... 
Check updated course listing or call 
I.C. Health Center at 274--3177 for fur-
ther information. 
. . 
Newswatch 6 at 7:00 
Sportsix at 7:15 
The couples Quiz at 7:30 
Rockworld at 8:00 
campus currents at 9:oo Christmas Concert 
Late News at 9:15 
._T_he~CO_m ___ ed-'-_Br;.;;eak,__ .... at,..9,..:3 .... o,.... __ _.,· llle Ithaca COncert Band will present 
C t n a Christmas concert in the 0 un . 0 W_ Fellowship Hall of the congregation 
on sun. Dec. 14. 106 VIC will be Church, Highland Road, Ithaca on 
broadcasting the Christmas coun- Wed. Dec. 17 at 8:00 p.m. Free and 
down. Joanne Genzanto and Steve open to the public. Henry Neubert. 
Zuk will coundown the top SO• Conductor: camme Clark, Assistant 
Christmas songs as voted on by conductor. A program filled with 
you, as well as bring you all the your holiday favorites: the ICB's 
sounds and stories of the Christmas Christmas gift to the members of the 
season. That's the Christmas COun· Congregational Church and the 
dpwnt~~ 3:00 · 6:0Q_p:.m. on 106 Ithaca community. 
HAT'S HAPPEN.ING--
Thursday 
Finandai Aid Forms available in 
Financial Aid Office 
Handwelker Gallery presents 
"V1Sual Books: common Threads" 
SAB Holiday caroling, 7:00 p.m. at 
Muller Olapel 
School of communications 
Photography Gallery, "A Family Por· 
trait", Judy S. GeDes, growtd floor of 
Dillingham Center, 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 
·p.m. 
Handwelker Gallery· presents 
painted constructions by Richard 
Hammill, fl!St floor Gannett Center, 
9:00 a.1!1. - 9:00 p.m. 
Alcoholics AnOnymous Mtg., Phillips 
Room, OlapeI. 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
campus Ousade for Olrist/Athletes 
in Action Weekly Meeting, West 
Tower_ Lo~ge.__I_:30 p.m. 
"Dance Etcetera". Hoerner Theatre. 
Dillingham center, 8:00 p.m. 
Wind Ensemble, Rodney Winther. 
conductor and Symphonic Band, 
Henry Heubert. conductor. Ford 
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Gaming citrt> meeiing, Friends 304 11 
9:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. 
Monday 
Financial Aid Forms available in 
Financial Aid Office 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Visual Books: C..ommon Thre..ads" 
Examinations Begin 7:30 a.m. 
School of Communications 
Photography Gallery. "A Family Por-
trait'". Judy S. Gelles, ground floor of 
Dillingham center. 8:30 a.m. - s:oo 
p.m. 
Audio Center hows. 8:30 a.m. · 12:00 
a.m. 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
painted constructions by Richard 
Hammill. first floor Gannett Center. 
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Reserved student study areac.;, 
Union Dining Hall. 8:30 p.m. · 1:o<f 
a.m. 
catholic Uturgy, Christmas Midnight 
Mass. Muller Chapel 
.. 
Friday 
Financial Aid Forms available in 
Financial Aid Office 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Y1Sual Books: common Threads" 
School of communications 
Photography Gallery, "A Family Por-
trait", Judy s. Gelles, ground floor of 
Dillingham Center, 8:30 a.m. · s:oo 
p.m. 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
painted constructions by Richard 
Hammill, first floor Gannett Center, 
~:92 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Holiday concert, Ford Auditorium, 
3:00 p.m. 
Christmas Party for catholic com-
munity. Muller Chapel, 4:00 p.m. -
6:30p.m. 
Last Day Classes, 6:oo p.m. 
Shabbat services, Chapel, 6:00 p.m. 
IC Women's Varsity Basketball at 
William Smith Tournament (William 
Smith. Gallaudet, case western 
Reserve, 6:00/8:00 p.m. (A) 
"Dance Etcetera, Hoerner Theatre 
Dillingahm Center, 8:00 p.m. 
I 
Tuesday 
Financial Aid Forms available in 
Financial Aid Office 
. ....._ 
Hand\verker Gallery presents 
"VLc.;ual Books: common Threads" 
Childrens Christmas Program: \-\'. 
Terrace Dining Hall. 12:30 during 
lunchtime . 
Reference Service hours, 8:00 a.m. 
-10:00 p.m. 
,School of Communications 
Photography Gallery, "A Family Por-
trait", Judy S. Gelles, ground floor of 
Dillingham Center. 8:30 a.m .. s:oo 
p.m. 
Audio Center hours. 8:30 a.m .. 12:00 
a.m. 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
painted constructions by Richar0 
Hammill. first floor Gannett Center. 
9:00 a.m. · 9:00 p.m. 
Reserved student study areas. 
Union Dining Hall, 8:30 p.m. - 1:00 
a.m . 
Saturday 
(Financial Aid Forms available in 
Financial Aid Office 
~habbat se~. Chapel.10:00 a.m. 
IC Varsity Swimming vs. Hobart • ..,. 
11:00 a.m. (H) (Men Only) 
IC Women's Varsity Basketball at 
William Smith Tournament (William 
, smith. Gullaudet, case Western 
Reserve) 1:00/3:00 p.m. (A) 
Reference service hours, 1:00 p.rn. 
- 5:00 p.m. 
. -~ ~ 
'. 
"Dance Etcetera::. Hoerner Theatre. 
Dillingham Center. 2:00 & 8:00 p.m. 
IC Varsity Swimming vs. William 
Smith, 3:00 p.m. (H) (Women Only) 
IC Men's Ice Hockey Game vs. 
SUNY Binghamton. Lynah Rink al 
Cornell, 5:15 p.m. 
Catholic Uturgy. Chapel. 6:30 p.m. 
SAB Films presents "A Christmac.; 
C..arol", Textor 102, 7& 9:30 p.m. 1 3 
Wednesday 
Financial Aid Fom1s available in 
Financial Aid Office 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
··v~ual Books: Common Threaclc.;" 
Reference Service hours. 8:00 a.m. 
· 10:00 p.m. 
Library hours. 8:00 a.rn. - 1:00 a.m. 
Handwerker Gallery presnts painted 
rnnstructions by Richard Hammill. 
first floor Gannett Center. 9:00 a.m. 
· 9:00 p.m. 
Audio c:r-nter hours. 8:30 a.m. -12:00 
a.m. 
Reservf'd student study areas. 
Union Dining hall. 8::iO p.m .. 1:00 
a.m. 
Sunday 
Financial Aid FOmlS available· in 
Financial Aid Office 
IC Indoor Track at COrnell Relays (Al 
(Men & Women) 
catholic Utwgy, Olapel, 10:15 a.m. & 
1:00 p.m. 
Friends of Israel Meeting, Olapel, 
4-:30 p.m. 
Protestant Christmas Services, 
Chapel, 9:00 p.m. 
Library hours. 10:00 a.m. · 1:00 a.m. 
Audio Center hours, u:oo a.m. · 1:00 
a.m. 
Reference Service hours. 12:00 p.m. 
-10:00 p.m. 
Reserved student study areas. 
Union Dining Hall. 8:30 p.m. - 1:00 
am. · 
14 
Thursday 
Financial Aid Forms available in 
Finanrial Aid Offire 
Reference Scrvirf' hours. s:oo a.m. 
- IO:OO p.m. 
Library hours. 8:00 a.m. · 1:00 a.m. 
School of Communications 
Photography Gallt'ry, "'A Family POT· 
trait"'. Judy s. Gelles. ground floor of 
Dillingham Center. 8:30 a.m. · 5:00 
p.rn. 
Atldio C.entt·r hours. 8:30 a.m. · 12:00 
a.m. 
Handwerker Gallery p1esents 
painted . ronsiructions by' Richard 
Hammill. first floor Gannett Center. 
9:00 a.m. · 9:00 p.m. 
Reserved student study areas. 
Union Dining Hall. 8:30 p.m .. 1:00 
a.m. 
OPINIONS/LETTERS 
Finals: a look at 
the lighter side! 
To the Editor: about getting 25 cents for a book 
To all I.C. Students: 
L.ook forward to next Friday, it 
will be here before you know it. 
Good luck on your finals and 
have a great break. 
Attempting the impossible: 
Reading a 1,000 page book that 
you bought iJ) August the night 
before the final, or better yet. 
writing a paper on a book you 
never read or even purchased. 
A student's nightmare: 3 finals 
in a row and not one professor 
will let you take it at another 
time. 
The rationale for a study break:· 
·1 studied all day . if I study 
anymore nothing Will sink in. So. 
why bother the Pines is just 
down the block: Another 
thought may be, 'I studied all 
semester and still ditln't get 
good grades, so why boiher 
now?' 
For those of us who study, 
Why did it take 14 weeks to 
begin organizing our time? Isn't 
it a little late? 
It's finals, what happened to 
midterms? 
you paid SIS.OO f 01? 
The new SAT word--
Procrastination. 
What do you mean a 7:30 final, 
I never get up before noon. 
rm so bored--So why not 
study?-rm not that bored. 
I have 6 finals, 3 papers, a pro-
ject and a presentation. What 
time do you want to go out? 
If you keep thinking no one has 
more work than you. you'll 
never relax. 
Don't you love meeting at a 
final time when the · professor 
has no intention of giving you a 
final? No, your time is not 
precious. 
Don't you love the support 
from Mom and Dad? ·or course 
they are relaxed. They don't 
have to take your finals for you. , 
When in doubt, punt or cheat, 
but don't get caught. 
The Good news for Seniors-
Only one more final week to get 
through. 
The Bad news for Freshman-
Only seven more.final weeks to 
get' through. 
A jo e Top-Ten 
'To the Editor: 
Do you mean higher or 
hardel?! 
"Land of Confusion", 
Why is it that the titles of songs Genesis 
are so ridiculous? Are they run- This definitely sums up the 1c 
ning out of words? These are the library during finals. 
meanings f. have derived from "The Girl Can't Help It", 
some of today's top 40. Journey 
"Wr"· Like an E:gypttan· ", h · h h I d um. w atcants e epan isshe 
The Bangles so out of control that she has no 
Are we supposed to walk this way to stop herself. Guys - you 
way all the time or just some of better stop wearing cologne! 
the time? Is it a command or a "War", Bruce Springsteen 
suggestion? You'll start one With a song like 
I didn't Mean to Tum You that. 
On?", Robert Palmer "Stand by Me", Ben E. King 
Don't worry you didn't. But are The first two times, 1 thought 
you speaking to· an appliance or it was stand on me and 
It", Eric Clapton 
Need I say more? 
"Livin' On a Prayer", Bon 
Jovi 
We're all living on a prayer 
hoping we can pass finals 
without studing. 
Hip to be Square". Huey 
Lewis 
Does that mean the guys that 
use bandaids to hold their 
glasses togethel? They're all at 
Cornell. 
If you have any suggestions of 
your own, send them through in-
tercampus mail to Nancy ao 
The Ithacan, Landon Hall. 
a girl? How cocky can you get? wondereq what kind of rating 
"Bring Me a Higher Love", the movie had. Nancy Pracht 
~A"wriote ifOffl~Aust;i; 
To The Editor: 
I just thought I'd drop 
everyone a short note. This way 
I don't have to write a lot of 
separate letters. Some of you 
may even remember me. 
Others are apparently having a 
problem. 
I got a nice package from the 
Registrar's Office on November 
12. It contained materials for ad-
vance registration. And they on-
ly wanted everything returned 
by November 13. (It usually takes 
a week for mail to reach the U.S. 
from Europe. and vice versa.) 
I realize, too. that the burden 
of keeping in touch should not 
fall entirely on the school. 
Afterall, i'm the one who took 
off. 
Book Buy Back: we all get 
psyched for extra cash. But what 
I haven't graduated, or quit 
Gail Kaplan school. I took a leave of absence · 
PsychlB~s. '87 to study abroad for a semester. 
Now that I have the old 
Jthacans (up to October 30), I 
have some idea of what the 
senior class is up to. But could 
someone explain to me what a 
senior discount card is? 
It would seem to me though. 
that, with all the paper work re-
quired to be filled out before 
leaving, and with the files in the 
Office of International Programs, 
a directory of the students tak-
ing a semester off could be com-
piled for use by various offices 
and student organizations so 
everyone can be kept up to 
date. Of course, the hard part is 
getting people to use the list. 
ar=~~==~i::===~==~==¥==:ac==~~==:!~=· I didn't go to the Ithaca College 
tondon Center. I'm in Vienna 
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All'itria. Since rrri not "off1cially': 
enrolled at ltha~ Colle~~ this 
fall. I had to take the leave of 
absence. but I still Uke to think of 
myself as an I.C. student. 
Afterall, I plan to return to the I.C. 
campus in the spring to 
graduate. But I feel as if I've 
been somewhat forgotten over 
here. 
· For example. I wrote to a 
friend and practically begged for 
her to send some back issues of 
The Ithacanso I could catch up 
on the news. (The paper looks 
good this year. I especially like 
the international section.I 
,,,-. 
( \ 
\..._. 
! 
The point I'm trying to make 
is, it would be nice if people 
would think of me a little more 
often. I don't know what the 
situation is like for other abroad 
students from I.C. I don't even 
knowhow many of us there are, 
not counting the London Center 
since that is an official LC. 
program. 
I have to admit that the school 
reacted quite promptly to a pro-
blem I had at the beginning of 
the semester with transferring 
credit for a couple courses I'm 
takin~ here. 
r· 
l 
As forThe Itltacanmaybe they 
could try establishing a subscrip-
tion rate for students abroad 
who want to keep up on the 
news. Just enough to cover 
postage costs. (it cost S.88 to 
send me 8 issues). 
Good luck to everyone on 
I finals. Hope to see you all in 
January. 
Brad Tucker 
Planned Studies 
Vienna, Austria 
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To Lady DI, 
I'm going to miss you very 
much. Take care of yourself. 
And KEEP A TIGHT ANUE! 
Remember, Technos follow, 
you wherever you go, even In 
New York City. I love you lots! 
Your friend for llfe 
Janet 
P.S. Have a Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Y.ear with 
Prince Charles and famlly. 
To the Cubes of Ice, 
Have a Merry Christmas arad a 
very Happy New Year! I'll miss 
you all, especially: D-stroke, 
Mike Nice and Papo. I won't 
miss KJolnt because he's go-
Ing to be with me! 
· Love you all, 
Janet 
'To the Elles, 
Merry Christmas and don't par-
ty too much on New Years Eve. 
Love, 
Janet 
To Sheri alles Charlie, 
Get well soon! It's been pretty 
dark without the sun shining 
on us. We miss you very much! 
Love you lots, 
Janet 
Jamie and Jen-
We're sure going to miss you 
next semester. Take care of 
yourselves, be good, and If you 
can't be good be safe! 
A&P 
Love ya, 
215 Prospect 
I miss U2 already! I love U both! 
Good luck in UK. 
Mike 
To my animal housemates-
Have a wonderful holiday! Best 
of luck on your flnals and 
prepare yourselves for Friday 
night! Love you!!! 
Passout Queen of 215 
. Brocolli, Asparagus, 
Strawberry and Apricot-
Oh my Lord, It has been a great 
semester. You guys are the 
best to live with! 
Love Pickle 
JSS-
Let's go clean the bedroom! 
AMG 
Clyne 
Spring Break!! Drinks and 
Paneapples. 
Raindrop 
To somebody who thinks he Is 
somebody you're nobody so 
stop thinking your somebody. 
Tarzan, 
I want to swing on your vine. 
Jane 
To the Clueless Bunch-
One More semester and then 
what? ls there a Pines In the 
Real World? 
Lone-
It's almost all over, but the 
shouting. 
-Lau 
D.K. 
Good luck. I Love You! 
LF 
J. 
Lets bag the semesteM1nd Just 
meet at the Pines. 
Us 
To the Ithacan-
What the hell is a 
''SPERSONAL ?'' 
-
Merri, 
You're a great person. I'm real-
ly going to miss you. Good 
luck-
Love Debbie 
Lau-
What subject can we get 
neurotic about next semester? 
Hey Sha-
Want some (ahem) Rat-a-
touille? My treat. 
Ross,, 
Thank you for being a friend. I 
really love you! 
-me 
Andrea, 
Thanks for Saturday night, now 
I know the real you. 
Jeff 
P .S. - Say Hi to Mike for me. 
Karen, 
I hate dumb blondes. 
-Deb 
J~ 
Lets play poker that was fun! 
Joan, 
Welcome back, Let's party!! 
Debbie 
Lisa, 
Put a smlle on that pretty face 
Love Deb 
Staph, El, Randi, 
Let's have a slumber party! 
Love Debbie 
Mary-
Do you think we will ever get 
privacy or what? 
Love Adam 
Joe, 
This one's for you-
LH 
Lets get messy! 
SH 
Love 
MM 
HP 
The novelty still hasn't worn 
off! I love you, 
TH 
Muff, 
Are tenders better than DU? 
Ha Ha 
Em, 
The woman at CC will be glad 
she liked the gift! 
M 
G.P. 
You are now an official 
Genevian, 
Nuisance 
Love 
M 
I love you with all my heart! 
. Even at 7:00am 
K.J. 
Dip-
Hang in there I know things will 
look up for you! 
Love A 
Stet & Stac 
How's your tuhthkey? 
-Love A 
To the Pleasant St Boys-
I know it will be tough without 
· your 5th housemate! But I'll 
miss you guys! 
We're going to ride the 7 mlla 
snake. Get psyched! 
Kev: 
We'll really miss you. Good 
luck with everything. You bet· 
ter visit! 
LUY ya, 
Al & Sher 
To: The Vennont Gang 
We had a BLAST! Let's do It 
again! 
Hudson, Kendall, Commons-
You mean, there's another 
semester? Pines same time 
·next year! 
-J 
JSS-
You lay a pretty good guilt trip! 
Good job! And I really am sorry 
Love A 
Mano's Club: 
Blow'em off. Your finals; 
Blow'em off!!! 
-KM 
Jen, Karen, Lisa, 
If you ever want to see Glzmo 
again, tie a yellow ribbon 
around the big tree In front of 
• Ford Hall! 
-A Former Neighbor 
Varsity Womens Crew· 
CONGRATULATIONS ON 
YOUR FALL SEASON! LOOK 
OUT GEORGETOWN • HERE 
WE COME!t ONLY 160 DAYS 
TILL THE VAILS· LETS STAND 
ON THE DOCK IN PHILLY!! WE 
CAN GET EVEN FASTER 
(RIGHT DANO)!! 
From James' 8 and 2 
To the COOL DEADHEAD 
CHICK, 
Let's live it up, while we still 
can! We're going to miss you! 
143 • Me 
Coxie-
Welcome back to the 
"house"! I hope you are 
thrown in as often as possible! ' 
143 • Me 
Mynds-
No more! Please! I have 
blisters and cramps! Yes-if t 
have the time. But how tong is 
long? Love ya but I need this 
Love, vacation probably more than 
A , anybody. 
By Adam Riesner The .Inquiring Photographer 
Question: If the Reagan Administration actually traded 
arms for American hostages, do you think this is an 
acceptable diplomatic policy? · 
Lisa Ziper, Psychology '87· 
"No. I don't think it's a good 
way to get hostages hack 
because we've gotten 
hostages back through other 
means." 
Robin Hoffman, Cinema '87-
"There·s got to be·a better 
way to gefback our hostages 
than bylrading weapqns with 
terrorists. Its seems like that 
would only add fuel to their 
fire." · 
Sharon Goldberg Marketing 
'87· "No. I don·nhink it's aC'-
ceptable, they Oran) could ttse 
. the weapons for potential 
.'' anti-American terrorist 
:\ actions." 
~ 
Joan. Silsby, Cinema '88-
"No, it's sort of like garubling, 
and I don't think it's fair to 
trade human lives with fire 
arms." 
Marcy Stein Speech 
-Comm./Politics' '88- No 1 
don't think it's diplomatic' at 
all berauc;e its enlarging the 
arms race ... 
To my housernatas-
Whlch came first· The mouse 
or the house? 
Mickey 
To the Ithacan Staff: 
Happy Holldaysl I wish you all 
a safe and happy vacation. 
You've done a great job all 
semester, so enjoy your break. 
Thanks for everything. 
Elissa 
To the blonde bartender: 
New Years won't be the same 
without you, but I hope you 
have an amazing trip. 
Love ya tons, 
Feellx's friend 
To 120 Hudson: 
Marry Christmas and Happy 
Hanukah! 
112 The Commons 
To the Ladles of the Zoo, 
I love you! Tha_nks for an In-
credible semester. I will miss 
you all more than I can tell you. 
Let me know If you ever locate 
the Towers. 
CAR 
P .S. When you guys throw a 
party- You guys throw a party!! 
Noelle, 
Think London has Spam-on-a-
stick? We might have to stay 
here! 
CAR 
Piano Man, 
We're improvising. 
Dancer 
Lor Balor-
Did you die? No one sent me a 
funeral invitation!! I miss you! 
· Love, 
Nan Nan Nanster Nan 
Whoever said so many men so 
little time has never been. to 
Ithaca! 
Dear Abby, 
We're going to miss you. It's 
been a great semester-We love 
you! Don't forget to write. 
K.P. & Micki 
Boris, 
The formal was great! Let's do 
it again next semester. We're 
cute together. 
Boreen 
Bill Murray, History '87· "No. 
because money was diverted 
to the contras." 
Jon Shames, TV-R '87- i•u- it's 
true, there are better and 
l)'lore effedive ways of get-
ting back hostages.!'. 
ITHACAN VARIETY 
- . 
This Week in Arts and Leisure 
Students perform 
By Mary Maguire ton and entitled ,:Transitions." beautiful ballet number. The 
at IC 
Last night Ithaca College 
Theatre presented its last show 
· of the fall semester. Dance 
Etcetera is a combination of 
original, innovative dance pieces 
choreographed by f acuity 
members Mary Corsaro, saga 
Ambegaokar, and Eugenia 
wacker-Hoeflin. Maria Stanton, a 
senior at IC also choreographed 
one of the dances. 
The show opened with one of 
wacker-Hoeflins' dances entitled 
"For Circle Score For Four 
Squares." Each of the seven 
dancers were dressed in bright 
colored play outfits and carried 
a cardboard circle or square. 
A jovial atmosphere was 
created as the dancers intertwin-
ed with each other in an easy 
and carefree style. 
The second dance in the first 
act ~as created by Maria Stan-
The earthy toned costumes and dance, entitled "Passages", also 
dim lighting created the mood touched on death, but in a more 
for a more intense number. The soothing manner. Here the, 
dancers showed a keen soloist Debbie.Parsons. had her 
awareness of body extension first real Ol?portunity to prove her 
and space. The music by Mark talent. As her soul passed 
Isham also contributed to the through death, the dance enabl-
movement and flow of the ed her to become one with her 
piece. creator. Parsons· ability and 
saga M. Ambegaokar dedication was a welcomed 
choreographed the third dance asset to an already touching 
called "Overcoat." David B. Stef- dance. 
fen performed a solo with deter- The second Ambegaokar 
mination. consistency and number of the night was called 
perfection. The theatrical time of ··After the Saturday Night 
the dance revealed a feeling of Tango." It consisted of three 
confusion, frustration. coldness · separate dances; the first two 
and death. were duets and the third a solo. 
Thesecondact began with an Again, Parsons co~tinued to 
· exquisite ballet number show her talent, but m a totally 
choreographed by Mary Corsaro diffe_rent style. _The upbeat 
and Eugenia Wacker-Hoeflin. music and comical array of 
The flowing pastel costumes d~nc~ steps told the story of a 
worn by the nine females flirtatious boy and gailie-playing 
dancers set the scene for a young girl. Paul Aaguire also 
The Syracuse Symphony 
dazzles Ford Hall crowd 
By Ell_en Betor 
The Syracuse Symphony 
gave a powerful performance 
last Monday, Dec. 1 in Ithaca Col-
lege's Ford Hall Auditorium. Part 
of the Syracuse Symphony 
Ithaca Series. the concert. led by 
dynamic associate conductor 
Neal Gittleman, f ea tu red violins! 
Daniel Heifetz in Max Bruch's 
Violin Concerto No. I and the or-
chestra in Mozart's Overture to 
The Abduction from the Seraglio 
and Sibelius· Symphony No. 2. 
By popular request. Gittleman 
led a pre-concert conversation 
orx~n to ticket holders free of 
charge. 
Featured violinist Daniel 
Heifetz. acclaimecl on five con-
tinents for his extraordinary ar-
tistry and charisma. provecl his 
· praises wtll deserved as he 
dazzled his audience during Max 
Bruch's Violin Concerto No. I. A 
native · of · South California. 
Heifetz began violin studies at 
six. At sixteen. he became a stu-
dent of Efrem Zimbalist at 
The Curtls Institute of mll',ic in 
Philadelphia. He also studied 
with Jascha Brodc,ky and upon 
Zimbalist.'s retirement. conclud-
ed studies with renowned 
teacher Ivan Galavian. A prizt'-
winner in both the Merriweather-
Post Composition in Wa<;hington 
D.C. and the Sixth International 
Tchaikovsky Competition in 
Moscow, Heifetz has performed 
with this country's leading or-
chestras. in recital'> at major 
series throughout North :\mf'rica 
and throughout thr worlcl-
including a two-week tour of 
mainland China earlier this year. 
Also deserving of praise is 
Neal Gittleman. the Syracuse 
SYrnPhony's Associate Conduc-
tor. Gittleman is the 1986 
Stokewski Con~u~ing competi-
lion bronze medal winner and 
the 1984 silver medalist in the 
Ernest Ansermet International 
Conducting C'..ompetition held in 
Switzerland. Among the many 
orchestras he has conducted are -_ 
the National Symphony Or-
chestra; the Orchestra de la 
Suisse Romande; the Orrhestre · 
Symphonique de Bienne: and 
the Rochester. New Haven. 
Eugene and Anchorage Sym-
phonies. In addition to serving as 
Associate Conductor of the 
Syracuse Symphony Orchestra. 
Gittleman is also Music Director 
of the Marion Philharmonic Or-
chestra in Indiana. 
The program began with 
Mozart's Overture to The Abduc-
tion from the Seraglio. It was a 
truly wonderful piece to open 
the evening with. From the first 
sounds of the piccolo. bass 
drum and cymbols. the au-
dience was carried away with 
thr beautiful. often Turkish-
sounding melody. The over-
ture made for an exciting opener 
to an evening of madcap rescue 
attempts on the part of 
Belmonte to retrie,·e his 1:wlov-
ect Constanza: her English maid. 
and hL'> servant Pedrillo from the 
clutches of their TurkL':ih captors. 
\ext came Max Bruch's Con-
certo No. 1 tor \'iolin and Or-
chestfa. with \'iolinist Daniel 
Heifrtl enthralling us all by his 
superb playing. In the _first 
movement the orchestra gu1detl 
us bark ancl forth to the original 
( ·om·<·rsation l?('lwt~rn itself and 
tht· soloist. lm~x'rceptibly. it then 
led us into the slow movement 
in which the soloist tenderly 
rhapsodized on the E-flat major 
theme it introduced at the outset. 
This haunting theme then rose 
to a passionate climax. and ~ 
the music receded the soloISt 
provided us with one last quiet 
reminiscence of the theme. The 
third movement, based on a 
)heme with a ·Hungarian:gvpsy-
like feel to it. provided .... 1 ex-
citing conclusion to the popular 
Concerto. 
The program concluded with 
Sibelius' Symphony No. 2. The 
first movement was an assort-
ment of rich fragmentary 
themes which together created 
an emotional climax as the 
fragments achievecl melodic. 
harmonic and rhythmic integra-
tion. The second movement 
was a slow "Andante", which 
created a somber mood through 
the haunting melody. During the 
micldle of the second move-
ment. the strings became 
agitated and the tempo quicken-
ed. Eventually the brass section 
blazed forth in a series of 
cletached. drawn-out phrases. 
Thr excitement continued until 
at last out of the brief silence, the 
original folk-like tune was heard 
on the trum~t. The threatening 
melancholic mood returned as 
the violins echoed the original 
ominous melody. Thr third 
movement brought Sibelius· 
Symphony to a triumphant 
finL'>h. The principal thrme wa<; 
recapitulated by the . heavy 
brass. concluding a prolongecl 
ringing affirmation in thr final 
moment. 
:\fter the last strains of brass 
fadf'd a,vay. the audienn-· cn-
thw,iastically applaude-d an 
emotionally draining 1wrfor-
mance. Somc- pcoplr even g,1,·c 
them a standing o,·ation. For 
those of you who missed thr 
Syracuse Symphony this time. 
they will perform again on Mon-
day, Feb. 9. 1987-in the Ford Hall 
auditorium. Tickets will be 
available at Hickey's Music 
Store. Rhodes Dept. Store and 
Ithaca College's Student Union. 
danced with energy and en-
thusiasm. The second duet 
danced through another kind of 
romance. cathie Comerci and 
Alberto Sanchez toyed with an-
. ticipation and seduction with a 
Latin American style. Electricity 
and excitement resulted from 
their distinct movements and 
emotion between them. 
Christine M. Williamson danced 
a solo to a vocal piece by Kurt 
Weill. 
The final dance choreograph-
ed by Corsaro was creative and 
entertaining. Entitled "Waltz of 
the Nikes", the curtain opened. 
or only rose to the dancers'! 
knees, for the first few seconds. 
The Nikes showed their stuff as 
they tapped their way to the 
19SO's music. Once the curtain 
rose the dancers took over and 
brought the night to a close on 
a carefree note. 
Dance Etcetera is an enjoyable 
way to spendpn hour and a half. 
The true talent of some Ithaca 
College students is portrayed in 
various numbers. The show will · 
continue through Dec. 13, at 
8pm. with a 2pm matinee per-
formance on Saturday. For more 
information call 274-3224. 
.._ 
,· 
Cheryl Clifford struts her stuff at Ithaca College theatre's Dance Etcetera. 
Messiah celebrated 
By Susan Feather 
\\'hat hetter way to get into the 
spirit of Christmas than to spend 
an evening at a live performance 
of Handel's classic Messiah. 
This 21/i hour praLse to the 
sa,·ior who \Vas born on 
Christmas day was performed 
beautifully Saturday night by th<· 
Cayuga Chamber Orchestra and 
Cornell Chorale. Gu<·st rnnctuc-
tor. Thomas Sokol. has w<·<·r11l~ 
hem ap1x>inte<I Chainmm of the 
music farnlty at Cornell. 
1 landel's Messiah L<; one of the 
most well-known vocal works in 
\.\'rstem music. ,\lthough it L<; 
traditionally associated with the 
Christmas season. it actually 
depicts Christ's life in three main 
parts. The first part is based on 
the Old Testament prophery of 
the birth and ends shortly after 
the announcement of the birth. 
The second part is thr Passion: 
this concludes ,vith the in-
famous "Hallelujah". The final 
part considt"Ts the second com-
ing. the .Judgement Day. and th<' 
Hcvelation. ~ 
One perhaps surprising tan 
,ibout this work is that most of 
it wa~ rnmpo~<'d in about 
twcntv-four dav~ in .\U~lLSt 1741. 
,me! first pertorrnecl the following 
spring in Dublin. 
Messiah is a brilliant work 
which includes a varit·ty of 
styles. from lively. bright 
choruses to dark ham1onies. 
Solo arias and recitatives for 
each voice part are challenging 
but were made to sound ea.sµ 
by each of the professional 
see Messiah page 10 
; . 
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--Acting saves comed·y 
By JennHer Lloyd come to VISit 5ally, after being have probably been tacking. · - . 
As first in a series of plays of-
fered by the Central casting. 
Theatre C.Ompany, Talley's Fol-
ly ended its 17-day showing on 
Sunday, December 7. 
Central Casting iS Ithaca's only 
Equity theater, which means 
that only the finest professional 
actors and actresses perform. In 
the play, one is introduced to 
two of these professionals, Joel 
"'- Leffert and Mary McLain. 
Together they make up the cast 
of this famous play written by 
Lansford Wilson and directed by 
Kathleen C.Ollin.s. 
away from her for a year. Because there was no change in 
Previously, they had strictly a scenery or performers. the 
friendship on the surface, yet viewer could have become 
underneath this lies something bored quickly. Joel Leffert (Matt) 
much stronger. Because of the and Mary McLain (Sally) most 
walls they have built around definitely saved this 97-minute 
themselves. there is difficulty in argument. With their talent, they 
uncovering the truth. lured the audience in and seem-
These barriers tumble in this ed to keep their attention. 
compassionate comedy, which This viewer enjoyed Talley's 
is based around love and Folly but would have liked to 
human relationships. Matt and see a little more outside this 
Sally are seen arguing, struggl- "two-man band." With the addi-
ing, laughing, and ignoring one tion of more actors and ac-
another, until they finally em- tresses. many more important 
brace and engage in a long and persons that constituted the plot 
tender kiss at the end of the would have been visible. Yet, on 
play. This scene, similar to what the whole, Talley's Folly surpris~ 
one views daily on any soap ingly turned out to be a lively, in-
opera, made op the entire show teresting comedy. 
with no deviations in any other The Central c.asting Theatre's 
direction. next production will be Waiting 
If the acting by these two for Godot by Samuel Beckett, 
characters had not been and will show from Jan. 22 to 
Joel Leffert plays the character 
Matt Friedman, a Jewish accoun-
tant living in St. Louis, Missouri. 
After witnessing his family 
members being killed in the 
Holocaust, he escaped from Ger-
many to the United States in 
1939. This has left him feeling 
lonely and he has, for many 
years, lacked the ability of self-
disclosure. OrCh8Stra Joel Leffert and Mar.y McLain appear in Talley's Folly now playing thru December 7 at the Central Casting Theatre. Mary McLain plays the role of 
Sally Talley, the spinster 
daughter of one of Lebanon. 
Missouri's better families. She 
too lacks the ability of self-
from page 9 
soloists. 
debuted with the San Diego 
Opera C.Ompany and has won P=~==~~~~=~====~~~b~~~ 
,· ·disclosure, but only toward 
men. In the past, she had 
become unable to have 
children. and was rejected by 
her flance. She is now very 
scared of becoming involved 
again, and, to the Viewer, ap-
pears cold and unaffectionate. 
We meet these two characters 
on a Victorian "folly," the Talley 
boathouse, in July~- Matt has 
Two of the soloists are 
graduates of the Ithaca C.Ollege 
School of Music: soprano Mary 
McDonald, who has performed 
with many companies including 
the Pennsylvania Opera Theater 
and the Delaware Symphony 
Orchestra; and Bass Graham 
Stewart, a_ soloist of the Gregg 
Smith Singers and currently a 
member of the Ithaca Opera 
Workshop. 
Alto Nancy carol Moore 
numerous awards including a 
career grant from the F. Eugene 
Miller Foundation. Tenor Alan 
Crabb has appeared at the Ken-
nedy Center in Washington D.C. 
and recently with the Cleveland 
Orchestra. 
The cayuga Chamber Or-
chestra provided strong support 
for the vocalists without over-
whelming the beautiful lyrics 
and harmonies of the C.Omell 
Chorale. 
ALL CAMPUS LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP 
JANUARY 23-24TH 1987 
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TOWER TAXI 
222 S. Cayuga Street 
272-5982 
Call now for reservations to the 
airport and bus station 
Ithaca College 
Bookstore 
Decembe:r -~15-19 
Sign-Up 
' > 
in the Campus Ac'tivities Offic 
Open to ALL club and 
organization members 
'9:.00-4:00 
-Fast * Reliable * Efficient 
' 
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'Inside Track:- albums 
By Glenn Rauchar 
. . ' 1-n rev1·ew 
1986 was -~ strange year in 
music. It seemed that the mega-
group retume_d, (witness the 
awful GTR and Emerson, Lake 
& Powell) everyone was danc-
ing again, (possibly burned-out 
by the charity events of last 
year:) and some old stars return-
ed from the dead. 
Above it all, some groups, and 
LP's stood out from the rest. 
In reverse order: 
!O)LET'S ACTIVE-BIG PLANS 
FOR EVERYBODY- Certainly 
one of the "no-respect" entries 
here. Let's Active are not only as 
important as the critically ac-
claimed, but needlessly redun-
-dant R.E.M., but more represen-
tative of whc;1t's · good in 
homegrown music. "In Little 
Ways," "Fell," and "Last 
Chance Town" are as good pop 
as you'll find. "Badger" is a stun-
ning ballad. Go back and check 
out Mitch Easter's work of art, 
not artifice. 
9)BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & 
THE E-STREET BAND-LIVE 
'75-'85- 0.K.,the hysteria sur-
rounding this release was (and 
is) ridiculous. But this live set 
moves mountains, and the ver-
sion of "The River" will give any 
warm-blooded mammal chills. 
B)CACTUS WORLD NEWS-
URBAN BEACHES- Along with 
Ruefrix, the best news to come 
out of good ol' Ireland since, uh, 
U-know-2. A powerful and in-
tegral debut record. As much as 
I tried to hear the lJ2 in this band, 
they stand on their own in the 
end. And Frank Kearns in the 
most exciting guitarist since, 
well. Toe Edge. Some things are 
unavoidable. 
7)THE JAZZ BUTCHER-
BLOODY NONSENS& Toese 
bunch of British lunatics gave 
me many laughs this summer. 
Fortunately, the comedy in 
songs like "The Jazz Butcher 
versus the Prime Minister," and 
"Drink" are backed by pro-
pulsive rhythms and taut 
melodies. "caroline Wheeler's 
A Christmas Carol 
By Mary Maguire 
once again Charles Dickens· A 
Christmas Carol sparked the au-
dience's own visions of 
Christmas past, present and 
future. In only one hour, Theatre 
Cornell pelfonned their rendition 
of the classic Christmas story. 
The enthusiastic acting made 
this performance powerful yet 
touching. Robert aendenin pro-
ved his talent as he brought 
Ebenezer Scrooge from a stingy 
old grump to a happy man who 
shines with the spirit of. 
Christmas throughout the year. 
The other actors and actresses 
had the opportunity to play 
various roles. Antoinette La Vec-
chia characterized Mrs. Fizziwig 
and Marley's ghost. The ghost 
scene sends a chill through the 
audience. The clanging of 
chains, descriptions of the 
underworld, and poignant ad-
vice from a suffering spirit which 
unnerved Scrooge also affected 
the viewer. 
Mia Korf played MIS. Cratchit and 
the ghost of Christmas future. 
This third_ ~ost scene was also 
unique and mystical. By only-
lightly waving four white strips 
of cloth into the air, Korf gave off 
the magical essence of how it 
would feel to look into our own 
future. 
Other actors included Michael 
Gary, Paul B. Duff, Elizabeth De-
ment and Hillary Bobrav as Tiny 
Tim. 
The play A Oiristmas Carol will 
never lose its heart-wanning 
ability. This performance was 
made special by the enthusiastic 
and sincere work of all those · 
involved. 
Danny Peary IS a film fanatic. After thousands of hours, he 
emerges from the screening rooms and movie houses with 
.this amazing compendium of fresh, witty essays. Ove~ 1600 
alphabetized films from every era and genre: (?scar ~m_ners, 
sleepers, cult picks, ~lockbust~rs, horror classics, m_idmght 
movies, foreign classics and video smashes. Read his takes 
on both good and "bad" films that every fan should see: 
from Emserheod to Coogan:<; 
Bluff. Jules cmd Jim lo Pink 
Flamingos, lbolsie_to Top 
Hat. from Annie Hall to 
They Scived Hitler:<; ._ 
Brain. Peary, best 
known for his Cull . 
Movies 1 and 2 books. 
has unique slants on 
directors, actors. 
screenplays, plots, 
themes and great 
scenes on every 
kind of film from 
Birthday Present" contains the 
classic line, "Caroline Wheeler's 
birthday present/was made 
from the skins of dead Jim Mor-
rison's." 
6)CROWDED HOUSE-
CROWDED HOUSE- Fromer 
Split-Enz vocalisUguitarist Neil 
Finn's band are a pop-group in 
the best sense of the word. This 
record is stuffed full . of 
memorable melodies and in-
telligent lyrics. In an age where 
see Gabriel page 12_ 
'1 
Appearing In A Oufstmas Ouolpm;entet/ by ffltJat#:r.Coml!/1 it ElilJlbeth 
Dement. This is now playing at Cornell Univenity. 
WINE BAR 
the silents to the 
sensurrounds. 
He's a film 
fanatic. Are you'? 
One of America's Most Charming Restaurants 
Nationally-Known for · 
AG·WCompany 
PRIME RIBS • STEAKS • FRESH SEAFOOD • PASTA 
Locally-raised HAM, LAMB, DUCK & CHICKEN 
All dinners include 
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I F ~i~~~~u~~ c SHRIMP, SOUP, SALAD & NY ST ATE CHEESE BAR 
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.. I New York State Dining r 
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. C Best of Regional Wines by the Bottle or Glass 
DINNC:AS & Cocktails 5 to 10 pm Daily 
2 to 10 pm Sundays 
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH 
1'1 am to 2 pm Sundays 
Just 5 m1nutes from downtown Ithaca 
on Route 13 South (Elr:nira Road) 
Call (607) 272-6484 
SENIORS: Reservations for Graduation Weekend 
must be made by mail. Send requests to 
Reservations Manager, TURBACK'S OF ITHACA 
919 Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. 
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· :"GJ~briel, The S·miths ... 
\ pathetic -mQroos ~ PY.ran Voice Again'') and songs of in-· IS DEAD is powerful and rele- 2)B1LLY BRAGG-TALKING ))ELVIS OOSTELLO-KING OF 
- - . ------- -
1 Duran claim to be "intelligent describable beauty, like "In Yow vant. (Especially to Anglophiles) TO THE TAXMAN ABOUT AMERICA- His most personal, I pop acts," Finn's unforced Eyes," and the LP's mast typical The Smiths are one of the few POETRY- Besides having the direct and- unobscured record• 
i brilliance is refreshing. "Mean to Gabriel track, "Mercy Street." No groups to actively court degres- best title of the year, this album KOA is 57 minutes of sheer joy. 
· Me," has the catchiest opening matter what this albwn is to the sion, and still leave the listener is instantly moving and unfoiget- Elvis seemed to have found a 
you'll hear this year. masses, in and of itself. it's uplifted at the en~. Much of that table. Bragg is the self proclaim- good groove here, and using 
S)PETER GABRIEL-SO- great. has to do with Morrissey's , ed "spokesman for his genera- more improvisational musicianS I "Gabriel sold out, man!" Cloke . brilliant sense of humour. This is tion," a job he said "he inherited rather than the Attractions, freed 
· on your blasphemy, scurvy pig- 4)THE SMITHS-THE QUEEN rock at its most captivating. from Paul Weller." 1 only wish his imagination. This record has ! dog! some of us just came late IS DEAD- "I never knew you J)XTC·SKYLARKING- . that our generation was as com- a resiliance that was lacking in 
} 
to Gabriel. Dig in past wrote such blOOdy awful Available as an import for near- milted and socially-conscious as nearly all of C.OStello's previous 
"Sledgehammer," (a deserving poetry," Morrissey sings here, ly a month, thiS albwn is XTC's Mr. Bragg. The record is basieal- albums, and in the new 
number I sinRI~ .M:JX>p ("That but the _poetry on THE Q_UEEN finest in a stunning career. All ly Bragg accompanied by a LP .Blood & Chocolate. The high 
Z h R • the elements that were sue- single electric guitar, although points are too frequent to list, but ·1- ,· as ev I ew cessful for them in the past are there is some other instrurnen- suffice it to say that "Sleep of the reprised here, while all the tation. Bragg, with any luck, may Just," is the best ballad, "The fatuous excesses are gone. become the Bob DyJan of our Big Light," the best country, and 
By Michael Katz After communicating with the "Earn Enough for us, .. in a just age. If that analogy is apt, then "Brilliant Mistake," a powerful 
mysterious sender of the world, would be a top 40 hit. this albwn is akin to Another statement of the alienation one 
Imagine this: You are sitting at 
xour computer terminal in a 
bank. Your job is to transfer 
funds between your bank and 
other banks. It is quitting time. 
. message, who goes by the 'han- Also. XTC is still one of the most Side of Bob Dylan. What comes feels in a- new land. Sincere, 
die of Jwnping Jack Flash, Teny humorous bands around; next should be brilliant an powerful, and eventually totally 
meets bad guys who try to kill witness the James Bond parody aboundary-smashing. "Help fulfilling. A nearly perfect record. 
her and good guys who get kill- "The Man Who sailed Around save the Youth of America," is Expert new LP's from The 
ed because of her. Terry tries to His soul." A varied and essen- as stem a warning against Psychedelic Furs, U2, Los 
get Jack a contact so he can· tial release. apathy as anv that exists. Lobos, and Morillian in January. I You stand up to leave when a message suddenly appears on I your monitor: "Knock Knock." 
1 What do you do? You type, 
'1 "Who's there'?" That is exactly 
escape from somewhere in Happy 1987 to all. 
what Terry Dolittle did in the 
I movie, Jumping Jack Flash. 
I
I From this innocent-looking 
message to being injected with 
"truth serum," Terry !Whoopi 
' \ "'GOidberg) gets involved in es-
. pionage and intrigue. 
11 Penny Marshall of Laverne. and 
Shirley fame directs this ·mm. 
I Terry Dolittle, is an eccentric 
I computer whiz who walks around in bright yellow sneakers ; nnd a yellow scarf. Terry is a 
·1 very strong person and the au-
dience sides with her from the 
\ very beginning of the movie. 
i She is very funny and uses 
I some strong language to get her l point across. . _ 
Russia .. 
The attention was directed 
toward Terry Dolittle, which was 
fortunate since the plot itself was 
not too strong. An innocent 
bystander getting caught up in 
the spy business is not an 
original idea. ThiS plot was 
presented very well in the 
movie Gotcha! However, the au-
dience enjoyed Whoopi 
Goldberg's character so much 
that the plot is a back up for 
Whoopi to let loose on the big 
screen. 
The movie Jumping lack 
Flash has hurrotous lines, strong 
dialogue, fast action, and of 
course good music. In the im-
mortal words of Mick Jagger. 
"Jumping Jack Flash is a gas, 
gas. gas." 
! Jazz Series 
' The Cultural Resources Crmn- original blend of_ jazz. rock re~-
: cil's five-part jazz series. now in gae, pop and blues which con.-
its ·second season, opened the tinues to defy convention and 
1986-'87 season in mid- conformity. Swirling orchestra-
-~ September with a critically ac- lion and exotic rhythms. always 
. claimed concert by two of the a characteristic of Miles· musical . 
I jazz fusion world's brightest projects, continue to reflect luminaries, Weather Update. Davis' most recently tapped . (fonnerly weather Report) and musical realms. 
I John McLaughlin's Mahavishnu Davis explains the current 
\ orchestra. The series opener state of his music, saying "I 
was followed by a second have a sound - my sound. When 
outstanding concert by jazz fu- I hire musicians, it's for different 
sion pioneer Chick Corea and his things." The current band in-
Elektric Band in early eludes· saxophonist Bob Berg, 
November. guitarist Robben Ford, percus-
Upcoming series artist, Miles sionist Steve Thornton, drum-
Davis. himself a protege of jazz mer Vincent Wilburn. Jr., BassiSt 
legends Dizzy Gillespie and Darryl Jones, and Adam Hotz-
Charlie Parker, has been a man and Robert Irving, III on 
teac~er to many of today's jazz synthesizers. Davis himself. 
progressives, while remaining who recently returned to recor-
an innovator who reflects his ding and touring after a self-
time musically, while never · imposed five-year layoff subse-
, c;tanding still long enough to be quent to being seriously injured 
categorized. Throughout the in an automobile accident. is 
course of his multi-faceted presently soloing and com-
career. Davis has taken the municating with audiences more 
music in directions that later extensively than at any previous 
tv ~"lffie distinct styles--the light point in his distinguished 
.d lyrical "cool jazz" of the musical career. 
mjd-SO's, the influential modal Always unpredictable, always · 
playing of the late ·so·s. the driv- progressive and always hip, 
ing sound of "hard hop" in the Miles is a superstar unlike any 
·oo·s. and hiS epochal melding other in the jazz galaxy, 
of jazz and electronic rock in the perpetually striving to create 
'70's in the definitive fusion something new, something 
album "Bitches Brew", which fresh in a way unlike anything 
established a genre which re- theard before. It is precisely this 
mains fresh and vital today, a resistance-to trend, in jazz and 
decade and a half after its pop, that defines the role of 
inception. Miles Davis as leader, never 
Today Davis is making some follower. This individuality has 
•. 9f the most exciting and pro- . resulted in the creation of some 
vocative stylistic advances of of the most distinctive sounds 
his career with a distinctly ever developed in the world of 
The Cultural Resources Council presents Mdes Davis. He blinds jau, rock, reggae and pop in a night of 
exciting entertainment. 
popula·r music. The lasting 
significance of Miles' most re-
cent contributions to jazz is the 
longevity of his impact on the 
current state of the art. No one 
has managed, in the intervening 
sixteen years since Miles set the 
world on it's ear with "Bitches 
Brew" to define the music in 
truer terms. 
His Syracuse concert ap-
pearance at the Civic center in 
mid-December is certain to be 
one of Central New York's 
cultural high points during the 
1986-'87 season. 
Tickets to see and hear Miles 
Davis are priced at s20.oo and 
$17 so_, and are on sale now at all 
Ticketron outlets and the Civic 
Center Box Office (315) 425-2121. 
For more information, contact 
the Civic center Box Office Mon-
day through saturday, between 
the hours of 12 noon and fi p.m., 
or call the offices of the Cultural 
Resources Council during 
regular business hours at (315) 
425-255. 
Annual student 
film competition 
The Academy of Motion Pie- contact Ms. JoAnn Hanley, The 
ture Arts.and Sciences president :',merican Museum of the Mov-
Robert E. Wise has announced. mg Image, 34-12 3oth Street. 
the opening of the fourteenth Astoria. New York. lll06. (718) 
Annual Student Film A wards 784-4520. 
competition. The Student Film After the regional selections 
Awards were established by the are made. semi-finalists will 
Academy to recognize ·and en- com~te for_ cash grants and 
courage outstanding -achieve- . trophies ~amst -fi~s chosen 
ment in film production by col- from the s~ oth~r re~ons of the 
lege and university students. country. Fmal Judging will be 
To be eligible, films must \}ave done by the film professionals 
been completed after April 1, · who ma~e up the voting 
1986, in a student-teacher """rela- mef!lbership of the Academy of 
tionship within the curriculum of M~tion Picture Arts and 
an accredited school. Sciences. The winners will be 
Students attending colleges flown, all expe~s paid, to Los 
and universities located in New Angeles to part1c1pate in a week 
York and Puerto Rico are eligible. · of fil~-relaJed acti".itie~ which 
to enter the regional ·competition culmmat~ in the gala A wards 
in four categories: animation, Presentation Ceremony on June 
documentary, dramatic and ex- 7, ~7. at the Academy's Bever-
perimental. For more details, ly Hills headquarters. 
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IC comes up short 
By Mike Brophy th~ Ithaca playoff record books Daegan Gray proved himself 
with a 222 yard day, including a to be quite the opportunist. He 
The Bombers put together two 56-yard TD run. Shawn Huth ran stepped in for Marra against AIC 
exciting playoff victQries while for 1~4 yards and a touchdown and played so well that even 
most of the student body was of hIS own, and Middaugh ran a after Marra returned the coaches 
away on Thanksgiving Break. score in from the one. Rosenz- moved him over to the other ICB 
These mro gam~s featured weig had another exceptional spot. Gray responded by racking 
several outstanding perfor- game on defense, picking off up 81 tackles in the six games 
mances by individual players. two passes. The only bad not for that he started. That's 13.3 stops 
In the first round contest at the Bombers going into the per game! With both Marra and 
union College, irony was the Salisbury State game for a trip to Gray returning next year, the in-
word of the day as the Bombers th_e Stagg Bo~I was the loss of side linebacking corps is in great 
faced situations almost identical Middaugh with a sprained left shape. 
to last year's 13-12 thriller. Mike knee. 
Middaugh threw two early 
touchdown passes to George 
Mack to put the Bombers up A little more Broph 
14-0. Union C.Ollege came roaring notes ... Middaugh finished the 
back in front of its home crowd, regular season ranked number 3 
using a tong kickoff return and a in the ECAC with a QB rating of 
nice run by Darrell Shepherd for 126.12 ... Mack was the number 1 
one score and a long touchdown receiver in the ECAC and finish-
pass from Tim Valachovic to Jim ed fourth in scoring ... Bill Toth 
LaFrance to tie the score at 14 at was ranked number 4 among all 
halftime. ECAC punters ... Congratulations 
Middaugh was ineffective in to seven Bombers who were 
the second half and coach But- named to the ECAC Division III 
terfield elected to go with Ray North All-Star Team. The players 
Decarr. After Union kicked a chosen were: Middaugh, Mack. 
field goal to grab the lead, 0G Bob Garone (for the second 
Decarr led the Bombers down year in a .row1. DT Dave "The 
the field into position for a field Mole" Molee, CB Niall Rosenz-
OLB Mike Miller t_opped the 
squad with 4 fumble recoveries. 
CB Niall Rosenzweig paced the 
Bombers with 9 interceptions. 
The record is 8 for a season, but 
since Rosenzweig picked off 4 
balls in the playoffs. he will not 
get a spot in the record book. I 
think "Rosie" should get his 
name put in there anyway. Rich 
Smith led the special teams with 
33 tackles. Finally, PK Joe 
Johnston participated with two 
unassisted tackles. way to be. 
Joe. 
Any questions? Go see· your 
stats professor. I'm sick of 
numbers. 
THE ITHACAN 13 
Crew teams·~ 
from page 14 · . 
field of 38 at the Head of the 
Schulykill Regatta, and followed 
a day later in Princeton by tak-
ing fourth out of 15 in the 
carnegie Chase. In this race. 
Ithaca lost only to crews from 
Princeton and Yale while beating 
entries from Mount Holyoke, 
Cornell, Wellesly, Columbia, 
Rutgers and Virginia. The 
women's crew also won in the 
Garden State games on Nov. 9. 
Both varsity coaches were 
pleased with Ithaca's progress 
through the fall racing season 
and happy with the crews' per-
formance at the Frostbite and 
Braxton Regattas. Head Coach 
Ward Romer can't remember 
when Ithaca has won five varsi- . 
ty events in one day. He was 
pleased with the work done by 
the rowers in the fall and looks 
forward to a successful spring 
racing season. The women's 
Head Coach Dan Robinson said 
"this is the best fall we·ve had 
for women's crew in the five 
years I've coached." Most of the 
women rowers are 
underclassmen ctnd the 
. women's program looks to be 
strong this spring as well as for 
years to come. The volunteer 
novice coaches Jane Eager '85 
and Don Eager '84 were also 
pleased with the perfonnance of 
their crews. The novices rowed 
well and prom:se to be very 
competitive in upcoming races. 
I.C. crew will be heading to 
Florida during spring break 
where the warm weather will 
allow them to prepare for the up-
coming season. Looking ahead 
to the spring season, I.C. faces -=---· 
a seven-race schedule that 
begins with Ithaca away at 
Georgetown and included the 
fifth annual Ithaca Invitational on 
April 12. Other Ithaca foes will in-
clude Marietta, Bucknell. 
Virginia, Marist. Drexel, Trinity 
and Williams before the 70 
school Vails championship in 
May. Those interested in spring 
crew will begin Monday January 
19. Women's candidates should 
report to the gym lobby at 5pm 
and men's candidates should 
report to the boathouse at spm. 
goal. Joe Johnston came on and weig, DT Bob Mason, and, the 
~~ ~h~u~~~:.~~~ :f~~~z~ ~~~~:'Y champion, ICB Joe M en w ·1 n tw ·,Ce ·1 n O T 
. could not score as time ran out, · 
so the battle progressed to 
overtime. I have inspired myself to go By Mike Davidson 
Union won the toss. but through the agony of numbers The men's basketball team 
chose to be on defense. Decarr and calculations one more time. jumped its record to 4-1 this past 
connected with Mack on a key Ladies and gentlemen, the week and were taken to over-
third down play and then ran the defensive stats. time twice. both games of which 
ball in himself on a ten yard Bob Mason led the Bombers they won. 
burst. Johnston's PAT made it with 103 total tackles. For good After earning a championship 
24-17. The Bomber defense measure, he also knocked down in the Washington and Lee In- • 
came on and stopped a running two passes and blocked two vitational during break. the 
play before Niall Rosenzweig in- kicks. Joe Marra finished second Bombers came out against ICAC 
tercepted a pai;s in the end wne with IOI stops, but it must be rival Hobart ();>liege and earned 
to lock up the win. "Rosie" noted that muscle-botmd junior an 84-80 overtime victory over 
celebrated by sprinting 60 yards from Schenectady missed the Statesmen. The game, 
Masino accounted tor 23 of 
Hobart's 36 first half points. The 
Bombers led at the half 40-36. 
netted 21. For Tc, Vye ·had 22 • t .., 
points along with II rebounds, 
This past ·weekend. the 
Bombers hosted their annual 
Ithaca Invitational tournament. 
The Bombers placed second in 
the four team oompetition which ' 
included Elmira, Western Con-
necticut, and the defending Divi-
sion Ill National Champions. 
Potsdam. The tournament was 
won by Potsdam, who earned_ 
two easy victories over Elmira 
and the host team, lthaca. and spiking the ball at midfield. almost three games with an which is always a dogfig' tt when 
Monclair State was next. ankle injury. He averaged II these two teams match i..p, was 
waiter Briggs, who coach But- tackles per game. discounting a nailbiter from beginning to end. 
Tri-captain Andy Vye, who 
had a pretty silent first half, 
came out on fire in the second 
half. vye scored 16 of his team 
high 22 points and grabbed 
seven more rebounds for a total 
of 11, while only missing two 
shots from the floor. Joyce also 
made his presence known on 
the court as he picked up II se-
cond half rebounds to lead all 
players with 19 for the game. 
However, Malicki and Masino 
were nailing 3-pointers left and 
right throughout the seoond half. 
Whenever the Bombers would 
open it up to a five or six point 
lead one of the two would hit 
from 3-point land to close the 
gap. The game was sent into 
overtime when Malicki nailed his 
third 3-point shot of the game 
with just seconds left in 
regulation. 
For IC, their opening game i 
terfield said was "probably the the few plays he was in against In the first half sophomore 
finest qu~rterback I've seen in AIC before getting hurt. What a transfer Kevin Joyce shined for 
33 years of coaching", shocked guy! the Bombers picking up some 
the homestanding Bombers with OT Dave "The Mole" Molee. key offensive rebounds to keep 
was another overtime thriller 
against Western Conn., which 
saw both teams have a chance 
to win the game with less than 
ten seconds remaining in regula-
i 
two scoring passes in the first mentioned a couple of weeks the Bombers out in front for 
quarter as Montclair took an ear- ago as a speedy punt returner. most of the first half. Joyce also tion. The Bombers once again . 
ly 15-6 lead. The IC rushing at- tied for the team lead with 5 netted d points in the half as 
tack. which had not' been receiv- tackles for a loss. He chipped in well. The Bombers, who show-
were led by the power of tri- .-1 • .... ,.. 
captain Vye, who led all scorers 
ing any notoriety this year with with 9 sacks. OLB Marc Duncan ed Hobart that they like to run. 
the emergence of Air Butterfield. made his contribution this year had the Statesmen playing their 
then embarked on a school with 98 tackles and 7 sacks. FS game; however. the outstanding 
playoff record 394 yards to Kevin Farrell led the defense play in the Hobart backcourt 
"run" away with a 29.15 victory. with IO pass break-ups and he , kept the opponents in the game. 
Shawn Almeida put his name in also run~ up 84 tackles. Guards Dave Malicki and Mike 
·----------------------------~ I - -I 
I 
this is your .I\ I 
---------;----, ~-
·+AMERICAN CANCER SOCIElY' 
I kip U\ kt·.:r" inning.. 
In the overtime period. the 
Bombers got the lead for good 
when Moyer hit a 16 foot jump 
shot to give the Bombers a four 
point lead with less than one 
minute to play. Hobart was 
unable to overcome that deficit. 
For Hobart. Masino led all 
scorers with a game-high 31 
points, while teammate Malicki 
with 18 points. Moyer also im-
pressed many for the Bombers 
by totaling 17 points on 7 for, g 
shooting from the floor and ad-
ding 3 free throws. Also scoring 
in double figures was Joyce who 
netted 14 points. For Western 
Connecticut, Kenny Robertson 
came off the bench to score 17 
points to lead his team. Team-
mate Mayer scored ·13 points 
with a perfect 5-5 from the floor 
and 2-2 from the line. 
·-~;--Al a'-ofl~~ ;·ice I If I ;. 
coupon I I 
I 
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·rMike ·Tyson lea,ds the. pack. 
By Mike Davidson '238; he now owns the major became the youngest boxer to only the second round of the ·a place to hide. 
. league record for strikeouts in a earn a heavy weight champion- fight. Tyson never showed mer- · 
: It's December already and it is 9-inning game with 20; he was ship by defeating Trevor cy for Berbeck as he used Mike Tyson has 
' time for sports fans to decide MVP of the 1986 All-star game, Berbeck two weeks ago. Tyson Berbeck for a punching bag from ctone more for the boxing world 
who they would vote for "Sport- the Amelican League MVP, the destroyed Berbeck in such a beginning to end. If I were .as well as the entire world of 
sman of the Year" if they had Al Cy Young A ward Wmer: and fashion that I have never seen Michael Spinks right now. ·sports than any other athlete. 
the chance. As usual, there are he led the Boston Red Sox to the before. Berbeck hit the canvas in Tyson's next victim. I would find Record one vote for Mike Tyson. 
~~~:y~~~:~: -==-~~~n~a;~. Fa··11 crews sweep of the top candidates. my vote. 
Many people might look to Some other talked-about can- . . 
Walter Payton, the Chicago dictates include Greg Norman, By Brian Wendry rowers Larry Kelly. Keith medals in four overall mces-two 
1 Bears running back who led his who. won 3 of the 4 major PGA Stewart, and senior stroke and in the four and one in eight-were ! te.am to a super Bowl champion- championships (Professional The Ithaca College crew com- commodore BiU Couperthswait. seniors Tom Foulk and Rob 
l ship last January. Payton owns Golf ~tion) which has not pleted a successful fall season The women's heavyweight SChluter, junior commodore An-
-~ost every record that a.run- been done in more than JS with an impressive outing in eight consisted of coxswain dy Hahn sophomore stroke Eric 
1 
~ing back could ~ibly hold, years. Cyclist Greg Lemond is Philadelphia before Thanksgiv- Katie Ferris as well as com- Birdsall and senior coxswain 
! and he also is close to breaking also a consideration for the ing break. On 5aturday and Sun- modore Becky Metz, Marcia Lisa Donabella. In earlier rows 
: Jim Brown's record of career award. Lemond is the first day, Ithaca competed in the Leibowitz and Sarah "Spike" this year Ithaca placed second 
· rushing touchdowns. Payton American to ever win the Tour Frostbite and Braxton Regattas, Richmond, all of whom are overall out of a field of 24 com-
: proved to the NFL last year that de France, which is the "race of with II entries in 17 events over juniors. The women's four was peting clubs and colleges in the 
he is still one of the league's all races". Possibly Boris Becker the course of the weekend. coxxed by Annie O>oney with Head of the Rideau Regatta in 
best. could win 1he award. Becker in Saturday's races resulted in five sophomore stroke Michelle Ottawa, Canada. Winners there 
Another top candidate is Mon- 1986 defended his Wimbledon Ithaca boats capturing gold Pirozzi, junior Annette Rod- were the women's heavy and 
treal canadian 's goaltender men's singles title for his second medals as the varsity crews denberg and sophomores Kelly lightweight eights as well as a 
Peter Roy. Roy gave the Cana- Wimbledon championship. swept their events. The men ·s LOChridge and Jen Lew. On Sun- mixed eight. I.C. 's only entry in 
dians the spark that guided the Becker is the only tennis player and women's heavyweight day the men's heavy four again Bostons· Head of the Charles 
team to the Stanley Cup. in history to have won at ~ight. a men's as well as a praced first as well as the novice Regatta, the varsity heavy men. 
Whenever the canadians of- . Wunbledon twice before the age women's heavyweight four, and women's A boat. The novice raced oompetitively in the cham-
fense was not producing, Roy of 20. the men's lightweight eight. all men's A boat took second place pionship eight event. A week 
could always be counted on to These are all excellent took first place medals. The on both Saturday and Sunday. later the women's varsity plac-
keep Montreal in the game with choices. but if I had a vote it lightweight eight was coxxed by Members of the varsity men's ed an impressive seventh in a 
his brilliant goaltending skills. would go to Mike Tyson. Tyson Marsha Ginsburg and included four. who e,amed three gold see Fall Crew page 13 
: one might also consider the 
: Boston celtics' "Man of 1000 
; Words", Larry Bird. Bird led the 
i Celtics to their 16th NBA cham-
'";'1,ionship, while personally was 
: in the league's top five in scor-
, ing, free throw percentage, and 
i assists. Bird also led the league 
! in triple-doubles (Double figures 
: in scoring, rebounding, assists 
! per game), and he earned his se-
; cond MVP award in a row. 
\ Two other candidates from i baseball could be Mike SCOtt and 
1 
Roger Clemens. SCott led the 
; National League in ERA and 
! strikeouts for the western divi-
; sion champion Houston Astros. 
\ He won the Cy Young Award 
/ and almost struck out 300 bat-
! ters during Ifie regular season. 
i For Clemens, the "Sportsman of 
i the Year" award would be a fine 
! culmination to one of the finest 
;seac;ons by a major league pit-
! cher in a long time. Clemens· 
~tics were as follows: he 
;was 24-4 with a 2.48 ERA which 
1both led the American League; i he was seoond in strikeouts with 
\ 
\ 
I FOR SALE 
l 
I 
1 -Unique Gift Idea-
i 
I 
~ 
0/d~tyle New York State 
made wood and leather 
lacrosse sticks 
-FULL SIZE-$25.00. 
Call 257-3831 evenings. 
GI 
DUFFLE BAGS· 
• 
Holly's Surplus 
Next to .U-Haul 
347 Elmira Rd~ Ithaca 
272-9722 
WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO 
CALL YOUR BOYFRIEND? 
a) When the president of Phi Gamma Delta asks 
you to Saturday night's Fiii formal. 
b) After racquetball class, to tell him that the 
instrudor with the Australian accent and those 
blue eyes did wonders for your serve~ 
c) When you iust feel like telling him you miss 
him after all. 
Maybe you shouldn't tell him everything that's going on. 
But if you still care about him, why not call and whisper 
some sweet things he'll never forget? 
Like why you call using AT&T Long Distance Service, 
and why you trust AT&T's high quality service and excep-
tional value. 
When you tell him that AT&r gives you imme-
diate credit if you dial a wrong number, he won't 
be able to get you out of his mind. 
And telling him you can count on AT&T for 
clear long distance connections will drive 
him crazy. 
All of which will probably 
inspire him to drive . 
o~t. for the weekend, 
givmgyou an 
excuse to blow off 
,' that silly frat 
party after all. 
-AT&T 
The right choice. 
}· .·J···. :~~~i:• -G~ ~~·~Forte" 
~ 
© 1986AT&T 
~ .· ,. F.,.,. .---.· , 
'\' 
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Viewpoint • 
• 
by Mike Davidson, 
Sports Editor 
sr,L-;on Iii,~! IC spoils just com-
pl<•ted. With onl} one c~xception, 
<·,ny i.111 1{',lm h.:1d a winning 
wcord: llww were tt,we leagu<> 
titles. orn· st.ite ch;unpionship. 
orn· EC..\C runner-up. one Divi-
sion 111 national 1u11ner-up, a11d 
om· r i.1tionc1L snni-finalist. 
~-
were you at the football game 
Saturday? I'll bet if you asked 
this question around the Ithaca 
College campus, more often 
than not. the answer would be 
"no". At the Salisbury State 
game this past 5aturday, which, 
by the way, was the Division Ill 
national semifinal, the public ad-
dress announcer shouted out 
the attendance figures to be 
somewhere around 2,100 peo-
ple. That number in itself, to me, 
seems very low, but when you 
consider how many of those 
2.100 were IC students it gets 
even worse. First of all, the 
Salisbury State fans made up 
about 400 of the 2,100 total fans 
which would make the IC con-
tingent 1.100 fans. Of those 1,700, 
trom my own observation, I'd 
sav dose to 700 people were 
parents of the players, high 
school students. Ithaca town 
rcsidc:nts. etc .• which leaves 
,tl>t)t.:t 1,0<lO fans from Ithaca Col-
li'gt'. 0111 of a college of close to 
11.000 o.fu(tents. only one out of 
,·,-err -;ix supported the football 
:c,1111 in its bic..i for a berth in the 
-,m~ Bowl -- arid that was con-
.,iclt·rnt a large crowd. Student 
support < 1f the athletic teams at 
llh,i,'a Collcg~ is poor. 
Tit<· supp<1rt tor tlirse !t>arns 
was V<'l) low. nw women's 
vollryhall te,un. thLc, n-ar"s ICAC 
chc1mpi11n:-,hip. n<·v<:r saw more 
than 75 ia1l'i at om· lwmc match. 
The m<·rl's soccer wam played 
for the EL\C ch<.unpionship at 
honw. and thew were more 
fans tro111 :'11itldlcbllry than from 
IC. These 1c·,mb hm·c gained 
much W'.".PITI ,met rtTognilion 
for 1111,ir,1 OJl!t·gc· anf! :tw 
stu(k,tt~ <io not even rcir<'. One 
might sily that it 1s only 1hr fall 
S('dSOll. hut ju<;t lt1SI \V('<'kt>nd 
tht' men's haskrthall team 
hrn:,tt'd an im·itationnl tourna-
ment which irn ·lurl<'d two learns 
that pla;:<>cl in tht' Di\'ision Ill na-
tional tournamen,. one of which 
was the def ending national 
champion Potsdam Bears. For 
any orw of the four games 
played. tht're were less th,m 300 
people in att~r.danre. Finally. 
last spring. the IC ba<ieball team. 
unquestionably the toughest 
Division Ill team in the east. 
nt"ver had mow than 150 fans at 
The Bomber's Mark Co~ slips by a Hobart statesman to score last Wednesday night. 11,e Bombers beat 
Wiek in Reviewr 
1 lw ldd, of support is not on-
1~ too1i~1ll.yi:her. As a matterof 
Ian. fo1.:th.1li gets more student 
:-.uJ,;_;ori th;in :inr other sport. I 
rt•ahzl' i!1t1• th~ is a Divi<;ion Ill 
,ll!llctic prng1a:n. !Jut IC ha<; pro-
w11 itsi ·If 11, lw· ont> of the best 
all-an:,uncl programs in the rnun-
tf\· cllld '111t'S <kS<'f\'t' much 
11101<· ~1lld<'PJ :-.11ppor! than it 
~C'ts. : , , hat k 1hi.'> up. or'ie only ha~ Iii !OOk ,l: lhP 0111~1,mciin~ fall 
one game. 
I do not think. this is fair to the 
players. Some of you may think 
it is not such a big deal to follow 
Division 1111 sports. hut I have to 
believe that Ithaca College 
studenis can <lo heller than a 
ratio of one- our of everv six 
students follow the Bomber 
teams. 
SKATE RENTAL 
ONLY $1.00 AT CASS PARK 
I.D. Required 
Women's Hoop 
The women's basketball team 
earned its first victory of the 
season in a 63-57 win over 
Fredonia last Saturday. Junior 
guard Janet Van Duesen led the 
Bombers with 15 points and 
sophomore forward •ulie 
Goodenough contributed .. re-
bounds. Junior guard Suzanne 
Maroni had nine points and 
freshman guard Roxanne 
Aguilar chipped in with six 
points and six assists. Earlier in 
the week, Ithaca feel to area 
power Scranton. 83-47. 
Sophomore center EIIP,n McDer-
mott had eight r- 'ts and 
Goodenough hauled d~r.n eight 
rebounds for Ithaca. 
Wrestling 
Ithaca sent nine wrt"stlers to 
the RIT Invitational this past 
weekend and eight placed as 
the Bombers earned a fifth place 
finish. senior All-American and 
co-captain Bob Panariello wrestl-
ed to second place in the 126 
pound class, the highest Bomber 
finish, and freshman Joel Lam-
. son earned third place at 134. P---------------------------------------• I GI~T A TAN. 1· 
.I IN I I ITHA(:A 
I 
I 
I 1, 
I 
FEATURING 
UVA Sunbeds 
With a 
Facial Tanner & 
Stereo within 
each bed. 
5 Sessions for $20.00 
Offer Expires December 19, 1986 I I 
I ~t~ :~~a:.d'.. · ii!~~~~!? I 
time of purchase. Clinton West Plua . I 
. M-F 8-8 Sat-Sun 9-3 I L 
-------------------------: ---------------
'I 
Fifth place wrestlers included 
junior Paul Mankowich at 167 
and freshman Mike Fusilli in the 
190 division. C.Oming in sixth 
place were senior Glen Locke at 
142, freshman Marty Nichols at 
150, freshman Dan Bieller at 177 
and junior Rob Lassers in the 
heavyweight division. 
JV Hoop 
The JV Basketball team open-
ed its season with a narrow, 
76-74 victory over Hobart. 
Sophomore forward Steve Miller 
had game· scoring honors with 21 
points while sophomore team-
mate Bob ward added 20 
markers, including four three-
point baskets. Sophomore for-
ward Tim Blaisdell contributed 15 
points to the Bomber cause. 
Miller and freshman Jack 
Sullivan topped the club with 
seven rebounds each. Ithaca 
shot 55 percent from the field 
and made six of 12 three-point 
shots in the contest. 
Men's Swimming 
The IC Men's Swim team top-
ped Cortland State last Thurs-
day, 114-96. The 400 medley 
relay team of sophomore Rob 
D'Alessandro. senior Mike 
ungvary, sophomore Wayne 
Watson, and freshman Tom 
Whitely finished first with a time 
of 3:51.06. Other first place 
finishers were: Whitely in the 
200 free. 1:50.29; senior Todd 
Stevens in the 50 free, 21.86; 
D'Alessandro in the 200 IM. 
2:06.48, and the 200 back. 
2:06.93; junior Jamie Donovan. 
2:02.76 in the 200 fl ; and junior 
Brian Rice, 49.51 in the 100 free. 
Ithaca also won 111-105 decision 
at Kutztown on Saturday. senior 
diver Clayton York led the 
Bomber attack with a first place 
perfonnance in one and three 
meter diving. The 400 medley 
relay team of D' Alessandro, 
Rice, Watson, and Whitely came 
in first again with a time of 
3:42.03. The 400 free squad of 
senior Brian Bennett, Stevens, 
Rice. and junior auis Martin also 
earned a first place finish with a 
time of 3:19.30. Other winners for 
Ithaca included Stevens in the 
50 free and Donovan. 
--~-Women's Swimming 
On the women's side, the 
Bombers. aided by three new 
pool records. defeated Corland 
State, 117-88 in their only meet 
activity of the week. last 
Wednesday. The 400 medley 
relay team of senior Maureen 
Costello. sophomore Nancy 
Stapp. junior Kristen Mattucci, 
and junior Kristen Coleman. set 
one of the records with a time of 
4:15.18. Sophomore Barbara 
Radef established a new pool 
record in the 1000 free, posting 
a time ofI0:59.46. Stapp also set 
a record in the 200 breastroke. 
finishing the race in 2:34.42. 
Sophomore Kelly Kisner earned 
victories in the 200 free and 200 
fly and freshman Donna Ratte 
was also a two-event winner. 
taking the 200 IM and 200 back .. 
Other first place winners were 
sophomore Karen Kouhi in the 
50 free and Coleman in theQfio 
free. 
Wool Scarfs .............. $ 4.99 
Heavy Wool Pants .... $20.00 
Boas ..•.•....••.•.••.. 
·sao.oo 
Sports Coats.......... s1 S.00 
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Seag·ulls end ''the d~ream·'' 
By Mike Brophy - ing four Sea Gull defenders on 
Travelling roadshows usually 
stop in a town for one perfor-
mance, quietly take their bows, 
and go on to their next appoint-
ment. They try not to bother 
anyone, just a hello-nice to see 
you-goodbye type of deal. 
Somebody forgot to tell Mike 
Coppa and the Salisbury State 
Sea Gulls about travelling 
roadshows. 
The Sea Gulls, in their third 
consecutive road playoff game, 
flew onto South Hill Field last 
Saturday and halted the 
Bombers' plans for a trip to the 
Stagg Bowl with a thrilling, 
come-from-behind 44-40 vie-
-,..,.. tory. SSC will make their first-
ever trip to Phoenix City to take 
on def ending champion 
Augustana this weekend. 
Things had looked good for 
the Bombers, even before the 
game started. The Sea Gulls 
were notified that two of their 
premier players, FB Frank Oliver 
and OT Mike Roberts, had failed 
drug tests administered by the 
NCAA after SSC's win over Sus-
quehanna on Nov. 29. These 
players were ineligible for the 
semifinal game and will not be 
allowed to participate in the 
Stagg Bowl. 
George Mack welcomed the 
Gulls to Ithaca with an 89-yard 
return of the opening kickoff for 
a touchdown. The run included 
an incredible pirouette by Mack 
- · t,- to avoid a Salisbury defender. 
Joe Johnston slipped on the icy 
turf on. the extra point attempt 
and the kick barely got off the 
ground. Still, the clock had only 
run for 16 ,seconds and the 
Bombers were already on top. 
The Gulls were slightly stunn-
ed by Mack's run and it took 
them a couple of series to get 
their offense on track. once they 
did, however, the Bombers 
could not stop them. "Them", 
as it turned out, was named 
Mike Coppa. 
The senior fullback scored his 
first of six touchdowns on the 
day with a 63-yard burst in the 
latter stages of the first quarter. 
"They had their linebackers blit-
zing," said Coppa, "and if we 
run a counter play and they 
have their backers blitzing, 
we're going to bust it for big yar-
dage." Bill Maurer's PAT gave 
SSC a 7-6 lead. 
......:.: Coppa scored his second 
touchdown on the first play of 
the second quarter, this time on 
a 50 .yard scamper. The 
Bombers once again were 
caught blitzing as Coppa utilized 
a trap block to get into the open 
field Maurer's kick made it 14-6. 
1he Bomber offense theTl pro-
ceeded to drive right back dQwn 
the field., The big play was a 
pa$ from Ray Decarr to TE 
Ollis Mariello, who did his Mark 
~ Bavard lrripersonation by carry-
; , , , • , , I 1 
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the way to a 22-yard pickup. 
Shawn Huth scored the 
touchdown from· 7 yards out. 
The two-point conversion try 
was no good, so the -Bombers 
trailed by two. 
IC went into the lead on its 
next posession behind the legs 
and hands of the talented 
George Mack. The senior first ran 
a reverse for 23 yards and then 
caught two passes from DeCarr, 
the second for a touchdown. 
Shawn Almeida then made an 
incredible leaping catch for the 
2-point conversion. IC was back 
on top, 20-14. 
Salisbury got the momentum 
as well as the lead back before 
the half. The Gulls went 92 yards 
on 12 plays and scored when QB 
Kevin White found Coppa in the 
end . zone for a five-yard TD 
· pass. The key play on the drive 
was a second down play when 
Daegan Gray and Jim Garrity ap-
peared to have sacked White for 
a big loss. White got away from 
the tandem, though, and got an 
important first down on a pass 
to Kevin Roberts. Bill Maurer's 
PAT with 12 seconds left made 
it 21-20 at the half. 
The · Bomber defense came 
out in the second half hoping to 
at least stall the powerful Sea 
Gull offense. The effort was 
futile, however, as White con-
tinued to pick apart the Bomber 
secondary. Salisbury was on the 
move before Mike Vickowski 
got the only sack of the game. 
Maurer came on and calmly 
booted a 37 yard field goal to up 
the lead to four points. 
The offensive line of the 
Bombers showed their proficien-
cy on the next drive. Chris 
Sprague, Tom Decker, Dom 
Sciarrotta, Bob Garone, and Pete 
Thompson dominated the Sea 
Gulls defensive unit for the en-
tire game. Huth carried 4 times 
for 29 yards and Almeida took a 
~hovel pass from Decarr for a 
19-yard gain. Mack scored his 
third m of the day on a 13-yard 
pass from DeCarr. Johnston's 
kick put the Bombers in front, 
27-24. 
Salisbury kept on coming, 
though. After Niall Rosenzweig 
prevented yet another long TD · 
run by Coppa with a fabulous 
open field tackle, SSC receiver 
Chris Holston toasted Kevin Far-
rell as White hit him for a 38-yard 
gain to IC's six-yard line. Coppa 
scored from the one, and 
Maurer's PAT made it 31-27, 
satisbury. 
The kickoff return team, led by 
a devastating block from Dan 
Muller, gave the Bomber offense 
great field position as Sheldon 
Walker brought it all the way 
back to salisbury's 44 yard line. 
A couple of Shawn' Huth runs, 
and a ~.to aliis·Moriello put . 
the ball on the seven yaJd line~. 
the third quarter ended.· Huth 
, . 'AdamRlesniNftthacan 
Fullback,· Shawn Huth lurches forward for extra yardage in last Saturday's game against Salisbury State. ' 
Huth rushed for 158 yards. The Bombers lost in the jinal minutes 40-44. 
scored on the first play of the 
final period, following blocks by 
Decker and Sprague. Johnston 
was on target and IC led, 34-31. 
The Bomber defense then 
made a crucial play on a third 
and one, stopping Coppa and 
forcing a punt. The offense again 
went right down the field, scor-
ing on a fantastic 30 yard run by 
· DeCarr. Although Johnston miss-
ed the PAT, a 40-31 lead and an 
inspired defense made the 
Bombers a favorite to prevail. 
There were only 10 minutes 
left. 
Salisbury did not roll over. They 
went back down the field, ex-
pertly alternating runs by Coppa 
and passes by White. Coach 
Butterfield said later that White 
"passed- at will" in the second 
half. C.Oppa bulled his way in 
from the one with 6.minutes re-
maining in the contest. Maurer's 
kick cut IC's lead to two. 
1be offense went back to 
work, following the horses. up · 
. front ~ they steadily chewed up 
the clocK. Then disaster struck 
the Bombers. Almeida, as he 
has done successfully all 
season, went airborne in an at-
tempt to gain more· yards. A 
defender from Salisbury came 
beneath the flying running back 
and jarred the ball loose. 
Salisbury DE Tom Kress 
recovered. The clock read 2:05. 
The Bomber defense tried 
valiantly, but came up with 
nothing. Niall Rosenzweig ap-
peared to have an interc-eption, 
One statistic that shows the ef-
fective Salisbury offense is the 
amount of tackles by the 
Bomber starting defensive line. 
Bob Mason: Mike Norton, and 
Dave Molee combined for only 
9 tackles. The secondary made 
24 tackles, proving that 
Salisbury's 6.7 yards per play 
was not a miscalculation. 
but "Rosie" could not find the Broph notes .... Coppa finished 
handle. 5alisbury was facing a with 271 yards oh 25 car-
fourth and five on IC's 42 yard ries .... White was 21 of 35 for 243 
line when QB White called a 488. yards .... Huth gained 158 yards 
''It's a special where the tight on 25 attempts .... Tom Tanner 
end gets an inside release and a led the Bombers - with 14 
fullback goes through and into tackles .... Daegan Gray helped 
the flat. Th~. fullback was,open, out with u .... Mack's 3 TD's gave 
and I j~L~ to drop it in over him 18 for the season .... coach 
the linebacker." White com- Butterfield's thoughts: "I COUidn't 
pleted the pass to Steve Robb to be prouder of our players.· We 
the 21-yard·line. Coppa went up enjoyed a fantastic ~n., one 
the sideline for the game-\\'.infler , -of.,, the. best , ~n the school's 
two plays ~te'r.·DeCair'.s ~to. , history. Oµr 1986,squad definite-
. JQn iArigum. ~ picked!<>ff. by ly exceeded~ of ourre~· 
Rob Wagner, and ·the ~ Gulls tions.'\ ... ~ Bombers.·'for a 
were ~ toward Alabarria. great year. · 
